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Cruz speech
gets strong
reaction at
convention
By JULIE PACE and
JILL COLVIN
Associated Press
CLEVELAND (AP) —
Undercutting calls for Republican unity, Texas Sen. Ted
Cruz stubbornly withheld his
endorsement from Donald
Trump Wednesday night as
he addressed
the GOP convention, ignoring noisy
pleas
from
delegates
and
instead
encouraging
Americans
to "vote your
conscience"
Cruz
in November.
In a surreal moment,
unTrump
expectedly
walked into
the arena as
Cruz
was
wrapping
up his remarks. Delegates chantGingrich
ed
Trump's
name, then
erupted in a chorus of boos
when Cruz continued to resist
their appeals.
"Vote for candidates up and
down the ticket who you trust
to defend our freedom and to
be faithful to the Constitution,"
Cruz said. While he backed
See CRUZ Page 5A
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"I am about to pour out my
wrath on you and spend
my anger against you; I will
judge you according to your
conduct and repay you for
all your detestable practices."
Ezekiel 7:8
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By JOHN WRIGHT
jwnght@murrayledger.com
Calloway County Coroner Rick
Harris said Wednesday that one of two
gunshot wounds likely was the cause of
death for one of the victims found Tuesday at a house fire scene in the eastern
portion of the county. ,
Harris said an autopsy examination performed Wednesday morning
in Madisonville confirmed that Linda
Whittenberg, 51, died after receiving
two gunshots sometime before emergency personnel pulled her from inside

a burning house on Cedarhaven Drive.
He said it appears likely that a gunshot
wound to the chest was the fatal injury; he said the examination also showed
that she had been shot once in the back.
"That was the cause of her death.
It was not from anything having to do
wiffi the fire," Harris said as Kentucky
State Police continued its investigation
into the incident.
Harris also added that the body of
an unidentified male who also died at
the scene was also being examined in

JOHN WRIGHT/
Ledger & Times
Calloway County
Coroner Rick Harris
talks with a paramedic
Tuesday afternoon
after arriving at the
scene of a fatal house
fire on Cedarhaven
Drive in eastern Calloway County.

Y. See GUNSHOTS Page 2A

From out of nowhere

By DEBBIE BATTEIGER
dbatteiger@murrayledgercom
There was a lot of excitement in the Green Room of the
Playhouse in the Park earlier
this week when seven youth
met to reminisce about a trip to
the bright lights of Broadway.
Thirteen members of the Playhouse group "Box of Frogs"
- made up of eighth grade students and older - attended the
American Association of Community Theatre's annual conference in New York City the
first week of July.
The group had hosted fundraisers this spring in order to
pay for the trip, including performing the show,"The SomeJOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
what True Tale of Robin Hood."
Metal siding material lies strewn Wednesday afternoon on Industrial Road in downtown Murray after high winds removed the
In New York City,the young
roof from a nearby building. The storm struck at about 2 p.m. and, along with the roof damage, also caused one power pole to
actors were able to participate
break and damage to another, resulting in power lines also becoming tangled in the wreckage.
in a youth summit that included
a question and answer period
with the cast and crew of"Aladdin' and they had the opportunity to see the much talked about
By JOHN WRIGHT
rapidly. In fact, Murray's Justin hundred customers throughout
"I actually had a friend of Broadway hit,"Hamilton."
Savannah Richey, 14, said
*right@murrayledgercorn
Holland,official observer for the the city.
mine call me (while the storm
this
trip was the first time she
National Weather Service Office
"We had no warning with this was happening) and ask, 'Hey!
Crews were able to open in Paducah, said he found the and this is a lesson for everyone. What happened to my cloudless has gone with the Playhouse in
Industrial Road in downtown storm to be quite surprising.
As good as today's technology day?' I told him,'there was still the Park. She said she loved the
show "Hamilton."
Murray Wednesday evening
-This wasn't supposed to is when it comes to forecasting a chance for something there.—
"We could see everything
after strong winds from a thun- happen today," said Holland, the weather, there is no way to
Holland said the real surprise,
derstorm that ripped the roof who was doing double duty as predict what it's going to do. We though, was the intensity of the (in the theater)," she said. "We
off of a building and sent those a weather watcher and GIT co- only had a 20 percent chance of storm that he believes may have were in the orchestra. The theremains into the road, as well as ordinator for Murray Electric precipitation today and it was caused what is known as a down- ater that it was in Was smaller
some power lines.
System, whose personnel were actually less than that (when burst, which can be as damaging than the Carson Center (in Paducah)."
The storm formed quickly pressed into action after pow- forecasts were being given on
at about 2 p.m. and intensified er was knocked out for several Tuesday).
uo- See PLAYHOUSE Page 2A
)0 See WINDS Page 3A

Strong winds remove roof from Industrial Road building

Calloway hopes for FEMA
help from storms,flooding
By JOHN WRIGHT
iwright@murrayledgercom
Calloway County officials are hop-ing federal assistance can help with
accelerating the repair process for
roads and other infrastructure damaged
during recent storms and flooding.
During Tuesday's monthly meeting
of the Calloway County Fiscal Court,
Clayton Hendricks, who has just been
named the county's agent of theFederal
Emergency Management Agency, said
he and Calloway County Emergency
Management Director Bill Call have

been assessing the situation since the
first storms struck July 3. Hendricks
said damage amounts, and he stressed
the figure was preliminary, could be as
much as $1.085 million.
"Our guess is that it will probably
go up," Hendricks said of damage that
includes at least one bridge that will require replacement, along with several
culverts that were washed out.
As of Wednesday, portions of five
roads in the county remained impassable to traffic. They were:
Ur- See FEMA Page 3A

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
A strong area of concern for Calloway County officials is the condition of this
bridge on McElwrath Road, which is nOw guarded by piles of dirt and rock to
prevent motorists from attempting to cross.
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Photos provided by Playhouse in the Park
Clockwise from left: Savannah Richey,
Katie 'son, Laurel Johnston and Abby
Dawson attend a workshop led by
Major Attaway, a Aladdin Genie
stabdby; Jackson Hale, right, gets his
playbill signed at the stage door of
Broadway play, "Wicked;" The group,
"Box of Frogs" from the Playhouse in
the Park had the opportunity to see the
Broadway play, "Hamilton."

•PLAYHOUSE group...
perience of going to Ellen's
Stardust Diner, located on
Hannah Derby, 16, shared
Broadway.
Richey's sentiments about the
"The waiters and waitressBroadway show.
es are actors, they sing Broad"I loved the diversity (of
way show tunes; it's utterly
the cast). They didn't cast acfantastic," she said. "There's
cording to the race of the (his- a bucket where you can give
torical) characters; they casted them money to be used to pay
according to talent," she said. for classes."
"There was no bias."
Abby Dawson, 14,shared a
Jackson Hale, 14, said his
story of her experience at the
perspective leaned toward the
diner.
music in the show.
"They gave us small cups
"I liked how they mixed
of ice cream, with chocolate
in history and New Age mu- on it. I asked them if I could
sic. They mixed in rap music have another. When they came
with the Founding Fathers,"
back,I had a huge (cup)of ice
he said.
cream," she said.
The group also had the opDawson said that she also
portunity to see other shows liked taking classes during
like "Waitress" and "Wicked." their four days in New York
Richey spoke about the exCity. Major Attaway, a Genie

From front

Make a Plan

Be Informed

- Western Kentucky Chapter serving Calloway County

standby in the play "Aladdin,'
taught a class.
Richey said the trip opened
up a world of knowledge in
theater for her.
"I learned a lot about putting a show together and how
you have to work hard to get
to (opening night)," she said.
Lisa Cope, executive director for the Playhouse in the
Park,said that the trip couldn't
have gone better.
into
feel
"Everything
place," she said."(The group)
was emotional about just being there. It was a once in a
lifetime trip for them."
Derby said that she talked
with executive director for
theaters about what Cope does
at the Playhouse in the Park.
"It's where I'd like to go(in

my theatre career)," she said.
The enthusiasm of the
"Box of Frogs" groups was
apparent to those hosting the
event.
"These kids were rock
stars! All the board members
(of the American Association
of Community Theatre) wanted to meet them," she said.
Cope said she'd like to tell
all of those who supported
them, especially those that attended the fundraising shows,
thank you.
"It takes a lot to make this
happen and we want them to
know that they (the "Box of
Frogs" youth) really learned
something. It was a trip of a
lifetime. They worked hard,
went to classes and saw some
really cool things," she said. II
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Saturday,July 23•10:00 a.m-12:00 p.m.

Close to campus! This home added central
heat and air in 2014, updated the electrical
and converted the fuse box to breakers, and is
freshly painted. Outside there is a large fenced
in backyard with mature trees. With a little
7-'1'LC the extra tUVIII off the kitchen could be
used as a 4th bedroom or family room. This
home offers a lot of square footage and also
a convenient location! MLS #87020 599,000.

&Way
Mrtheiti
279-293-3224

Only two blocks from MS0campus,this historic Camtry Veteran home built in the 1920'9. features 4 BR')
baths, with detached 4 car garage and garden cottage
Upgraded with new Pella windows in natural wood
frames, repurposed onginal tubs and antique light fringes, grand oak statrcase and woodworking throughout
the home Redesigned master suite and bath. custom
kitchen with honey oak cabinets Beautiful yard with
flagstone walkways. and large deck perfect for quiet
dining ot festive parties MLS 086846$242,000.

Gait
CO17146011
270-293-9333

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & limes
Calloway County Fire-Rescue Chief Tommy Morgan, left, talks to a firefighter wearing a
protective mask Tuesday afternoon on the smoky front porch of a house along Cedarhaven
Drive in eastern Calloway County.
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Madisonville. He said no
identification has been made
but dental records have been
sent to Madisonville to assist
with that process.
Harris said Wednesday that
This immacidate house in a great neighborhood is
waiting fix you to cal it home Its many features
include beautiful hardwood, vaulted ceiling, new
dwelt in bedrooms,large garage and a picturesque
44t. The lot can be expanded to over an area (1.28)
pomhosing the adiacent eumicured lot which is
sold wpmettly - same owner. The proximity
, The country dub affords several recreational op;perrectities that include god and swimming dub membership may he required)
ir8776S S221,000.

468

hawk
Ihnvirod
111-2934.

Nice 4 BR,3 bath home in Southwest Villa_ Beautiful hardwood in the LB.Kitchen,Master Suite VentIces gm logs in living Room Kitchen has abundent
cabinets and countersmice Eating area with atrium
door to met, Master Suite with bath and walk-in
closet. 2nd BR or office on at floor also Upstairs
sports 2 large bedrooms and a large family room
with game area measuring 10'6x14*2 that is not
lisfed in rode sizes Oversized garage with storage,
workbench area Patio and fenced yard-lot extends
10 beyond fence. MLS 986623 5274900.

[May
Lows!
IN-7524701

KOPPERUD
270-753-1222
murray
on. location. location Well-built,
ell maintained 4Brt2Ba brick ranch so conveniently located near Murray State University. Murray Elementary and High Schools &
Arboretuni Move-in ready. immediate pas;4anion. MLS *87994 $199P00
i
‘
Moo

akstatio.cone

711 Main St. • 270-753-1222
www.murraykyrealestate.com

no cause of death was known
with the male as of yet.
Emergency personnel were
dispatched to 136 Cedarhaven Drive at about 12:30 p.m.
Tuesday after first receiving
a report of a garage being
on fire. However, the situation changed after Calloway
County Sheriff's Office Capt.
Richard Steen, also a firefighter with Calloway County Fire-Rescue, arrived at the
scene just ahead of a pumper
truck from CCFR Station 3 in
Faxon.
They discovered that not
only was the garage ablaze
but so was the house.
CCFR Chief Tommy Morgan said other units respond-

ed shortly thereafter and
made entry into the two-story
wooden structure and found
five
within
Whittenberg
minutes, despite the interior
being, in his words, "pitch
black" from heavy smoke.
Firefighters had the blaze
extinguished within about
two hours but remained on
scene for several hours after
to assist KSP investigators
after they had arrived on the
scene.
KSP Post 1 Public Information Officer Michael Robichaud said Whittenberg was
found inside the house itself
while the male was found in
the garage, from where the
fire was first reported. II
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Ledger & Times file photo
It is damage, such as this culvert washout on Rockwood
Road, that has Calloway County officials hoping for disaster assistance from the Federal Emergency Management
Agency.
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and other damage areas since
• Rockwood Road until fur- warmer weather began arriving
in the spring. He said the stretch
ther notice.
of
storms that began July 3 and
• Old Newburg Road until
further notice for a culvert re- continued for the next week,including a July 7 rain that meaplacement.
• Wright Road until further sured as much as 4 to 5 inches
notice for a culvert replacement. in areas mainly east of Murray,
• McElwrath Road at Good- added to those woes.
"This couldn't have hapwin Road until further notice for
pened
at a worse time," Elkins
a bridge replacement.
• Red Bud Road from KY said. "I definitely think we are
1346 to Palestine Road until fur- ready to file for (FEMA assisther notice for a culvert replace- tance). Let's just hope it can be
determined that we will receive
ment.
This information is available this."
Call said an application is
on the county government's
ready
for submission.
website - www.callowaycounSome parts of the county are
ty-ky.gov.
Call told the magistrates that estimated to have received as
the county itself has achieved the much as 12 inches of rain bethreshold required for FEMA as- tween July 3-7. Calloway Counsistance. However,he said in or- ty Road Department Supervisor
der for FEMA to be able to ren- Ricky Edwards said his crews
der aid, the rest of Kentucky has have been working daily to
to also meet a damage threshold. make repairs.
Edwards also strongly urged
"The problem we have is that
most,if not all,of the storms that drivers to avoid areas that are
struck during this latest stretch closed to traffic. He said severhave been confined mainly to al instances have been observed
western Kentucky. This hasn't of drivers driving their vehicles
been statewide so that's why I'm around barricades, including
a little worried about whether or two large dirt/rock piles guardnot we'll be able to get(FEMA ing a large break of pavement on
assistance)," Call said. "From Rockwood. about a mile from
what I'm seeing, the rest of the Irvin Cobb Road. That particstate is very close so maybe it ular break, caused by a culvert
washout, has resulted in a gap
will happen for us."
that measures about 15 feet in
Calloway County Judge/Executive Larry Elkins said the width
"We put those out for a reacounty was already hit hard by
son," Edwards said of the banithe need to repair roads because
of damage caused by winter cedes.
Edwards did add that, weathweather events and Calloway
er permitting, he is hoping
County Road Department crews
Rockwood and Old Newburgh
have been seeking to overcome
can be repaired within the next
that deficit by filling potholes
few days.•

Employees of the Tappan Company In December 1979.
First row,from left, are Charles E. Bowerman,Thomas E. Pickard, Ralph D. Darnell, Charles Novis Pate, William
R. McCuiston, John A. Shekel!, John W. Salyer*, Ewing J. Stubblefield, Alvin C. Usroy, James Oral*, Elkins and
Bill G. Geurin; second row, Howard M. Johnson, William Albert Crider, Billy Paul Howard, Mary Kathryn Howard,
Bobby Sue Elkins, Lowell C. Willoughby Sr., Ralph D. Morgan, Joe Pat Johnson, Allen B. Ratterree, William T.
Johnson, Rudolph Smith, Bonnie George and Howard Anderson; third row, Warren Darrell Mathis, Charles W.
Lovett, Joe Rex Jackson, James M. Leech, Martin Bailey Jr., James Lockhart, Herbert IL Thompson, Eusl L
Kimbro, James L Cohoon, LD. Flora and Charles K. Miller.

Photo provided by Sue Damon

The Murray Ledger & Tunes will be publishing photographs taken in the past of people, places and events in Murray and Calloway County.
Email photos to cotrununitynews4murrayledger.com or bring them to our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.

•Strong WINDS, roof...
From front

cases.

as a tornado in many
"I'd say throughout the
city we probably had no more
than 40 mph winds, which are
strong. Where (the building
was damaged), though, those
winds from that could've been
as high as 70," Holland said.
Murray Electric General Manager Tony Thompson
said two areas were affected
by the storm. The wind event
on Industrial Road resulted in
two poles being struck - one of
which was split in half, causing accompanying lines to become tangled with the metal
materials that comprised the
roof, which traveling over a
building that sits along Industrial to reach the street.

"The owner told me
that basically
that roof was
a kite sitting
on top of a
building. It
was very light
and could easily be tossed,"
Thompson
said. "Let's
just be glad
that no cars were coming
through here at the time of all
of this. That could've been a
really bad situation."
The other area Murray
Electric personnel needed to
supervise was at the city's
sewer plant north of downtown. Thompson said he be-

lieves lightning
struck
that
area,
causing the
largest of the
outages with
most of the
northeastern
section of the
city
going
dark.
We
were able to
get those repaired quickly,
though," he said.
No injuries were reported
from Wednesday's storm. Holland said he has contacted the
Paducah NWS office to see if
a storm damage survey team
might be interested in examining what the winds did. MI

United Way of
Murray-Calloway County
• Helping families understand their budgets and
finances
• Combating youth's use:
of alcohol, tobacco and.
drugs
• Achieving preventative
health care and healthy
living

LIVE UNITED!

IITM professor visits Camp1834

2016 JEEP GRAND CHEROKEE 4X2
Parksense Rear Park Assist• Accent Coior Roof Raits• Front Bronze Two Hooks•Power8-Way DOWN
• UCconect8.4
Seat with Power 4-Way Driver Lumbar Adjust• Parinilew" Rear Back-up Camera
Wheels• Heated Steering
Toudiscreen • Jeep 75th Anniversary Package.Heated Front Seats • 184.0
Wheel• 3.61.V6 Engine •8Sod. Auto Trans.. Power Liftgate • Remote Start System •Power Sunto9f

Fort Heiman Camp 1834 of the Sons of Confederate Veterans, based in Murray, recently
heard from Dr. Lonnie Manness at the group's June meeting. Manness is the professor
emeritus of History at the University of Tennessee-Martin and spoke on Confederate States
of America Gen. Nathan B. Forrest and his Confederate Cavalry on the road to Fort Pillow,
Tennessee.

MSRP - $38,060

4,551

David Taylor Price$3

2016 JEEP GRAND CHEROKEE 4X4
•Power8-Way DitS(
Parloense Rear Park Asstst• Accent Color Rod Rails • Front Bronze Two Hooks
Rear Back-up Camera • UConnect 8.4
Seat with Power 4-Way Driver Lumbar Adjust• Parksfievi"
Wheels• Heated Steering
Touchscreen •Seep 75th Anniversary Package'Heated Front Seats • 1 Ebr8.0
Wheel• 3.6l.V6 Engine •8 Sod Auto Trans • Power Uftgate • Remote Start System • Power Sunroof

Husqvarna.

MSRP - $40,060

MODEL Z254
54" Cutting Deck
24 HP

Interest
0foro/048 months

David Taylor Price

36,486

(with approved credit)

only

$2999w

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
Chestnut St.• Murray, KY • 270-753-2571

DAVID TAYLOR
NO
PROCESS
FEES!

•C••••••a"W

a-41041.1

270-753-6448 • davidtaylorchrysler.com
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Alzheimer's session planned
An Alzheimer's Association educational session on Caregiver Wellness: Managing
Daily Challenges and Planning Ahead will be
Thursday, July 28 from 5:30-7 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital Educational Services Building, 803 Poplar Street. This event is
free and open to the public. Registration is required. Contact Hardin Stevens at the UK SandMartha
ers Brown Center on Aging at 859-323-2997 or
Anney Andrus, hardinstevens@uky.edu to register. Deadline is
Community editor Thursday, July 21. For directions, contact Carol
Perlow at 270-762-1549.

Grant celebrates the arts
and adults with disabilities

Special to the Ledger
The Murray-Calloway County Endowment for Health Care
and award-winning writer Constance Alexander are recipients
of an Arts Access Grant from the
Kentucky Arts Council,the state
arts agency supported by state
tax dollars and the National Endowment for the Arts. Entitled
MMS Band to hold book sale "Hope & Glory: The Art of InMurray Middle School Band will hold its annual Used Book Sale clusion," the grant will support a
Saturday, July 23 from 7 a.m. - 3 p.m. on the front lawn of Mur- year-long series of hands-on arts
experiences, as well as arts-reray Middle School. In case of rain, the sale will be in the cafeteria.
lated programming and commuAnyone having books to donate can drop them off at the office by
nity outreach to celebrate adults
Thursday, July 21.
..
with disabilities and increase
„.. !
awareness of the many ways
MCCSA to hol&fall registration
they contribute to the communi, Murray-Calloway Cot
e
• Soccer Association will hold fall reg- ty's well-being.
istration on Saturdiy
Waturday, July 30 from 10 a.m.
The project kicks off Aug.I 8,
L 2 p.m. at the American
trVeteran's Hall, 310 Bee Creek Dr. with the Playhouse in the Park
or register online at ky-mccsa.sportsaffinity.com. Registration will production of The Penguin Projrim through Aug. 1. A late fee of $10 will be added after that date. ect's "Peter Pan Junior." The
Registration fees are: Peewee - $40; U5 - $45; U6 - $50; U8 -$55; Penguin Project was created by
UM - $60; U12+ - $65; competitive (select) players - $75. For more Dr. Andrew Morgan to foster
information, visit www.beecreek.org.
collaboration between young
actors with disabilities and peer
mentors who provide on-stage
WoodmenLife picnic will be Saturday
'.• WoodmenLife Family Picnic will be Saturday, July 23 from noon support to perform a modi- 4 p.m. at the WoodmenLife Building, 330 C.C. Lowry Drive. fied version of the well-known
musical.
Holly
.. There will be food, games and music for the entire family and a Broadway
' favorite dessert contest. For questions,call Rachel at 270-293-0983. Bloodworth, Kentucky Teacher
of the Year 2014, will direct the
production.
Alumni of Trigg County HS to meet
Grant funds will be applied
The annual Alumni Potluck Picnic of Trigg County High School
, will be Saturday, Sept. 3 at 6 p.m. in the Trigg County High School to the purchase and distribution
cafeteria. Meat and drinks will be provided. Please RSVP to TCHS
Alumni, c/o Joann Harvey, 274 Allen Circle, Cadiz, KY 42211 or
call 270-522-3956 by Monday,Aug. 1.

of "Peter Pan Junior" tickets so
individuals with disabilities and
groups associated with disabilities can attend. The Endowment
will also host audience talk-back
sessions on the ways theatre enriches the community when inclusion is a priority.
Alexander,recipient of a 2014
Governor's Award in the Arts,
will provide artistic direction for
"Hope & Glory" and will conduct creative writing workshops
and coordinate arts programming on topics associated with
disabilities.
Other local artists and organizations collaborating on the
grant include: Lisa Cope, executive director of Murray's Playhouse in the Park; Debi Henry
Danielson, executive director
of the Murray Art Guild; Nicole
Hand, artist and Murray State
University professor; Station
Manager Chad Lampe, WKMSFM; Sandy Linn, Calloway
County Library, Acquisitions/
Collection Development/Community Relations; Laura Miller,
Special Olympics Regional Director; and Executive Director
Peggy Williams, WATCH,Inc.
According to Keith Travis,
vice president of Development
for the Endowment, "Hope &
Glory: The Art of Inclusion" is

an excellent way to observe the
25th anniversary of the Americans with Disabilities Act.
"Grant activities are designed to
attract diverse participation and
include a range of arts experiences that showcase the benefits
of inclusion," he said.
"Our community has been
pro-active in recognizing the
needs of children with disabilities, but we can do better to ensure that adults with disabilities
are not overlooked. The arts are
a model for inclusion, and can
be an important factor in a community's good health," he concluded.
On Jan. 14,2016,the Endowment hosted a focus group that
included 33 community leaders
and representatives from local
arts organizations. Discussion
focused on adults with disabilities and ways the community
might be more responsive to assist in smooth transitions from
childhood to adulthood. Group
consensus was unanimous that
the community could do more to
support adults with disabilities
through the arts and 18 meeting
participants offered to write letters of support for the grant.
Additional plans associated
with "Hope & Glory: The Art of
Inclusion" are in formative stag-

es but some proposed events and
activities include a community
read of books about adults with
disabilities; adults with disabilities working side-by-side with
local artists and writers and a
community mosaic or mosaics constructed from individual pieces created by people of
every age, ability, and income
level. Collaborative art works
that result will be displayed in
high-traffic areas of the community, raising awareness of the
beauty of inclusion and showcasing the way every piece —regardless of the artist's skills —
contributes to the overall design.
The Arts Access Assistance
Grant is made possible through
the Kentucky Arts Council, the.
state arts agency, which is supported by state tax dollars and
federal funding from the National Endowment for the Arts.
For information about the
Murray-Calloway County Endowment for Health Care, contact Travis at 270-762-1908,
visit www.MCCHEndowment.
org or email at ktravis@murrayhospital.org
For more information about
grant activities and programming, contact Alexander at constancealexander@twc.com.

The Murray Woman's Club will host a Summer Recruitment
Showcase on Sunday,July 24 from 3:304:30 p.m. at the clubhouse,
704 Vine St. Prospective members will learn about the activities and
projects of the club's 10 departments. Light refreshments will be
served. For more information, call 270-759-4578.

Mt.Pleasant to hold homecoming
Mt. Pleasant Methodist Church will celebrate its homecoming
Saturday,July 23 to remember families and acknowledge our veterans and policemen. Service will begin at 11 a.m, with a basket lunch
at noon. The church is located five miles east of Hazel.

CCSD announces registration

Farmers Market to be Saturday
Downtown Farmers Market will be Saturday from 7 a.m. - noon
Op the Murray Courtsquare. Seasonal fruits and vegetables will be
;available along with flowers and plants, baked items, a variety of
meats,eggs and handcrafted items.

Pictured, from front, Paris Fan, Isaac Martin and Graham Gibson.

Piano students present recital for
residents, staff at Hickory Woods

Special to the Ledger
Residents living in and around
Murray can learn about their
risk for cardiovascular disease,
osteoporosis, diabetes and other
chronic, serious conditions with
affordable screenings by Life
Line Screening.
Westside Baptist Church will
host this community event on
July 27, at 207 Robertson Road
South.
Screenings can check for:
• The level of plaque buildup
in your arteries, related to risk
for heart dise-Pse, stroke and
overall vascular health
• HDL and LDL cholesterol
levels
• Diabetes risk
• Bone density as a risk for
possible osteoporosis
• Kidney and thyroid function
Screening are convenient
and accessible for wheelchairs
and those with trouble walking.
Consultants will work with yqit
to create a package that is riet
for you based on your age and
risk factor.
Call 1-877-237-1287 Or visit www.lifelinescreening.com.
Pre-registration is required.•

The students memorized piano selections for
Special to the Ledger
Three piano students of Margaret Wilkins re- judge Cathy Benton of Chesterfield, Missouri, at
cently presented a piano recital for the residents of the Guild auditions recently held at Murray State
;::*nit-wits will meet
:The Knit-wits group will meet every Friday at 1 p.m., in the li- Hickory Woods Senior Living Community. Paris University. Gibson received the Guild's cherished
:,!,
iry'
of the Murray-Calloway County Senibr Citizens Center. Knit- Fan, Isaac Martin and Graham Gibson received Paderewski Award Medal for having performed
::ttas and crocheters of all levels are welcome. For more information, special certificates, report cards and gold compos- ten or more memorized pieces for different judges
er pins from the National Guild of Piano Teachers for ten consecutive years. II
•'call Dot at 270-293-5588.
of Austin,Texas,for their performance.
• •'

VV.A.T.C.H. needs aluminum cans
' The W.A.T.C.H. Center, 702 Main Street, needs aluminum cans
'tof an ongoing fundraising project. Cans may be dropped off any
ri• me day or night seven days a week by driving through the driveway/parking lot on the west side of the center and placing them in
the cotton wagon.

• NC Neighborhood Watch to meet
• • The New Concord Neighborhood Watch will meet Monday, July
,25 at 7 p.m. at the New Mt. Carmel Baptist Church.(Please note
change of location) Linda Avery, Calloway County Circuit Court
Clerk, will be the guest speaker. Community members are urged to
attend.

&Gifts
HWY.641 N. • MURRAY 41.1
(270) 753-1725
www.rollingh.com

Cemetery donations needed
Donations for the upkeep of Mt. Zion Cemetery may be made to
:tvelyn Tucker,2521 Potts Road, Kirksey,KY 42054.

,CCHS Class of 1971 to hold reunion
• The Calloway County High School Class of 1971 will hold its 45
year reunion on Saturday, Sept. 10 at The Big Apple Café at 6 p.m.
Reservations are not required but would be helpful. Call Barbara
Brittain at 502-552-4886 or email barbara.brittain.murray@gmail.
porn or Kenneth Perry at 270-752-0289 or email k.perry@capeelectic.com for questions or reservations.

Zlosi

714m4ei. Soma

ALS fundraising cookbook available
-Cook Up a Cure" is an ALS fundraising cookbook with over 400
recipes from family and friends of Team Brad. All proceeds go to
the Kentucky ALS Association.The cost is $15 and may be
r..... based
by contacting DeAnn Barnett at DeAnn@ThorntotiMar"tile.corn or the books are available at the Medical Arts Pharmacy.
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MWC Recruitment Showcase planned

Calloway County School District has announced the following
registration dates:
• Calloway Preschool - Open house - Thursday,July 28 from 5-7
pin.(return packets and meet the teachers).
• East Calloway - Back to School Night for all students K-5 Thursday,July 28 from 5-7 p.m.(complete packets, pay school fee
and meet the teachers).
•• North Elementary - Kindergarten registration and screening Thursday, July 28 from 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.(call 270-762-7335 for an
appointment if not yet scheduled).
• Calloway Middle - Registration make-up and pay school fee Wednesday, July 27 from 8-11 a.m. and as 12:30-3 p.m.
• Calloway High - Seniors and freshmen pick up schedules Wednesday,July 27 from 11 a.m. - 6 p.m.;
Friday, July 29 - Juniors and sophomores pick up schedules from
11 a.m. - 6 p.m.; Monday, Aug. 1 - any new or returning student
who missed earlier times from 8-11 a.m. or noon - 2 p.m.; Freshmen
orientation will be Tuesday, Aug. 2.
•• Back to School Bash - a community-wide school supply givekway will be Tuesday, July 26 from 3:30-5:30 p.m. at Glendale
Road Church of Christ.

gland
Mike
Crick
dren;

Saturday,July23- 7:30 pm
Sunday Bible Class, July 24- 10:00am
Sunday Worship - 11:00am
Sunday Evening Worship - 7:30pm

Friendship Church of Christ
50 Kirk Ridge Rood • Mu t oily KV 420/1
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John "Bobby William Mills,77 of Murray,Kentucky,formerly of West Palm Beach, Florida, died
Monday, July 18, 2016 at Murray-Calloway Co.
Hospital.
He was a retired heavy equipment operator for
the lUOE Local 181, Paducah, Kentucky.
He was preceded in death by his mother, Mary
Magdalene Mills Sins and his wife, Lillian Inez
Mills.
Mr. Mills is survived by daughters,Debbie Leslie and husband Dewey of Kirksey,Patty Dunn and
Mills
husband Dale of Las Vegas, Nevada; Valarie England and husband Scott of Murray and Joni Rhodes and husband
Mike of Mt. Sterling; sisters, Mary Miller of New Concord, Susie
Crick of Mayfield and Rosemary Burkeen of Murray; 11 grandchildren; and nine great-grandchildren.
Graveside services will be Friday,July 22,2016 at 11 a.m. at New
Zion Cemetery, Benton, with burial to follow. Rodney Wallace will
officiate. Visitation will be from 5-8 p.m. Thursday,July 21,2016 at
Collier Funeral Home,Benton.
Collier Funeral Home,Benton, is in charge of arrangements.

Jeff Schroader
Jeff Schroader, 49, of Murray, Kentucky, died
Sunday,July 17,2016 at his home.
He was born Oct. 27, 1966 in Louisville, Kentucky.
He was a member of Independence United
Methodist Church and a truck driver.
He was preceded in death by his father, Walter
Schroader.
Mr. Schroader is survived by his mother, Annette Parker Schroader of Murray; a son, Dustin
Schroader of Murray; a brother, Brad Schroader
Schroeder
of Dexter; grandsons,Jaden Alex Schroader of Paducah,and Beckett Schroader of Murray and the mother of his son,
Tina Moore of Murray.
A graveside service was at 2 p.m. Wednesday. July 20, 2016 at
Temple Hill Cemetery with John Dale officiating. Visitation was after 11 a.m. Wednesday, July 20, 2016 at Blalock-Coleman & York
Funeral Home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Independence United
Methodist Church,do Linda Lois Fennell, 1008 Sharpe Street, Murray, KY 42071 or Kosair's Children Hospital Foundation, P.O. Box
950183,Louisville, KY 40295.
Online condolences may be left at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home was in charge of arrangements.

A

III CRUZ...
From front

your conscience for anyone who
some of Tnimp's policy proposals, will uphold the Constitution," he
including building a wall along the said. "In this election there is only
U.S.-Mexico border, he mentioned one candidate who will uphold the
the GOP nominee by name only • Constitution."
Later, Trump was turning to his
once.
newly
named running mate Indiana
Cruz's decision to accept a
speaking role at the convention Gov. Mike Pence to close Day 3 of
but not explicitly endorse Trump the convention on a more unifying
was remarkable, and underscored note. A favorite of evangelicals,
the deep divisions still coursing Pence was expected to urge conservatives to shed their unease about
through the GOP. It also raised
Trump by explaining why he chose
questions about why the Trump
to partner with a man who is his opcampaign invited Cruz to speak
- in a headlining role, no less - posite in temperament, experience
and in some cases, policy.
without getting him to agree to an
Trump did get a boost from
endorsement.
Wisconsin Gov. Scott Walker, one
The stunning moment upendof the 16 Republicans whose White
ed what had been the convention's
House dreams were vanquished
most successful night. Taking the
during the primary. Still, Walker
stage shortly after Cruz, former
suggested he was driven as much
House Speaker Newt Gingrich tried
by a desire to keep Democrat Hilto explain away the senator's lack
lary Clinton out of the White House
of support for the nominee.
as admiration for his party's nomi"Ted Cruz said you can vote
nee. MI

Dr.Edward Fredrick Brunner
Dr. Edward Fredrick Brunner,91, a resident of
Fernandina Beach, Florida, died Tuesday,July 5th
after a marvelous and brightly colored life.
Edward was born in Passaic, New Jersey,to Edward A. and Helen Petzold Brunner. He grew up
on his parent's farm spending much time walking
the forests that were in existence then in Freehold,
New Jersey.
As a member of the greatest generation,Edward
joined the allied forces in WW II at 18 years of age.
An infantryman, he was one of the few allied surBrunner
vivors of the brutal Hurtgen Forest Battle, spending multiple years recovering from his wounds
and subsequently being awarded the Purple Heart.
Please enjoy his story in the Library of Congress.
Dr. Brunner talked about how fortunate and
proud he was that the GI Bill enabled him to receive an extensive education. His college education
began at the Newark College of Engineering, ultimately receiving his bachelor's and master's degrees from Southwestern University in Winfield, Kansas, where he also ran track. Dr.
Brunner received his Doctor of Education(EdD)from the University of Missouri in Columbia, Missouri at the age of 35.
Dr. Brunner was an idealistic educator whose career encompassed
roles such as Superintendent of Schools for Tuscumbia district in
Missouri; Maysville; Missouri High School Principal; Professor
of Education at Murray State University; Fernandina Beach High
School Principal and Director of Guidance at Lake City Junior College and Forest Ranger School. His professional accolades included
a U.S. Presidential Educator of the Year. He tutored young students
into his 80's because his contributions mattered.
Listening to music and singing gave tremendous joy to Ed and
everyone he sang to. His favorite tunes were from the 40's, but all
genres of music were a part of his life,except perhaps rap. For many
years Ed was a member of the church choir and most recently was a
member of the Prince of Peace Lutheran where he sang Sundays in
the congregation. As a member of the Osprey Village Glee Club, he
continued his enjoyment of performance singing.
Everyone speaks of Eddie's smile and how much they enjoyed
interaction because of his smiles. His sense of humor ranged from
warm to absolute wickedness. Ed was also very focused on sustainability regardless of the general views of society. For example, in
the early 1970's with gas prices below 30 cents/gallon, Ed drove
vehicles that he pushed to achieve miles per gallon efficiency of over
37 mpg.This ethos of sustainability echoed across almost all aspects
of his life.
The week before Ed's passing, he enjoyed his normal routine. His
"adopted" granddaughter,Summer Page, was his assistant and drove
him wherever he needed to be. This included Tai Chi at Osprey, visiting his good friend Larry Olgilvie at Advanced Muscle Therapy,
along with his trainer,Tifini, on Wednesday.The library was another
love of Ed's, and Summer and he had been going every week. Then
on Fridays, he met with another dear friend, Gena at Pilates of Amelia. Frequently during the week when Ed and Summer were gadding
about town, you could find them at various lunch spots. All of these
wonderful individuals,and more,contributed to assisting Ed live the
full, long life that he aid. He was so very blessed.
Passing before Eddie was the love of his life for 59 years, Eileen
DeVries Brunner. Also passing was his sister, Janet Brunner Craven
and his granddaughter, Erin Brunner.
Survivors include a son, Rick Brunner of Hazel; a daughter, Barbara (Jim) Whiteherse and husband Jim; a daughter, Julie Randall
(Amy)of Indianapolis, Indiana; a son, Roger Brunner and wife Diane of Leavenworth, Washington; 10 grandchildren, Bryna, Chad,
Corrine (Mike), Nathan, Christopher (Dawn), Kristen (Jorge), Michael, Matthew, Tiffany (Ben), and Amelia and 17 great-grandchildren.
There will be a brief celebration of Ed for friends and family led
by his children on Saturday. Sept. 24, 2016 at 2 p.m. in the main
beach area of Fernandina Beach,Florida.
In lieu of flowers, memorials may be made in Dr. Brunner's name
to the Northeast Florida Community Hospice by phone, 904-8863883; website at https:/support.conununityhospice.com/donate or
4266 Sunbeam Road, Attn: Community Hospice Foundation, Jacksonville, FL 32257.
Oxley-Heard Funeral Directors, Fernandina Beach, Florida, is in
charge of arrangements.•

Bevin wants foster care settlement thrown out
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Kentucky Gov. Matt Bevin's
administration has asked a judge
to throw out a legal settlement
made under former Gov. Steve
Beshear that was meant to ensure church-run foster care programs don't sway children to
their religious beliefs.
Executive branch lawyers
said this week that the court
should undo the settlement with
the American Civil Liberties
Union and Americans United
for Separation of Church and
State, the Courier-Journal reported. The state's position and
all-around "philosophy" has
changed now that Bevin is in
office, the lawyers said in court
filings.
Bevin is a Republican, while
Beshear is a Democrat.
Alex Luchenitser. an attorney for Americans United, said
the state must stick to the agreement.
"It's a binding agreement and
there is no basis for the state
to get out of the agreement,"
Luchenitser said.

Please support the

United feii
Way

The state agreed in 2014 to
let Americans United and the
ACLU access surveys and exit
interviews with children under certain conditions to ensure
foster programs aren't trying to
proselytize to children. According to the settlement, the two organizations can access the information only if a state inspector
general investigation has been
initiated.

Sunrise Children's Services, written arguments in the case
the foster care company at the later this week.
heart of the legal battle, has opBevin's cabinet argues that
posed the agreement. It objects the new agreement is invalid
to the ACLU and Americans for numerous reasons, includUnited acting as enforcers of the ing that it violates a Court of
agreement and having access Appeals ruling on how such a
to confidential client informa- settlement is carried out. The adtion, said John Sheller, an attor- ministration also said the Kenney representing the foster care tucky General Assembly would
agency.
never agree to terms of the setSunrise is scheduled to file tlement.

Gunman's manifesto defin4s
actions as 'necessary
By MICHAEL KUNZEUAAN
Associated Press
BATON ROUGE,La.(AP)The man who ambushed and killed
three law enforcement officers in
Louisiana purportedly described
his actions as a "necessary evil"
in a self-described, handwritten
manifesto that an Ohio man says
was (mailed to him by the gunman less than an hour before the
shootings.
Photographs of the three-page
letter show it was signed by "Cosmo," the first name of an alias
used by Baton Rouge gunman
Gavin Long,and the pictures were
attached to an email sent from a
Google address that Long used.
. In the letter, Long said he expected people who knew him
wouldn't believe he would coinmit "such horrendous acts of violence." He wrote that he viewed
his actions as necessary to "create
substantial change within Amenca's police force."
The Associated Press obtained
the photographs of the letter
Wednesday from Yarima Karama,
a Columbus, Ohio, musician who
said he didn't know Long personally but received several emails
from him after Long began cornmenting on Karama's YouTube
videos in March.
The AP was not able to conclusively verify Long sent the photos
himself from his Google account.
Metadata reviewed from the
three photos indicates they were
snapped shortly before 8 a.m. on
the day of the shooting using a
Motorola Android cellphone, but
both photos and time stamps can
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be modified. The photograph4 al/pear to have been taken frosi inside a car because a parslpft,and
a cup holder are visible
Police have said officers first
saw the shooter at a convenience
store at 8:40 am. Sunday. thin
two minutes, there were reports of
shots fired. Police gunned down
Long after he fatally shot three officers and wounded three others. It
was his 29th birthday.
The violence capped two
weeks of turmoil for Baton Rouge
that began with the killing of a
black man, Alton Sterling, during
a scuffle with two white police officers at a convenience stotei That
shooting, captured on cellphone
video, provoked widespread protests about police treatment of the
black community.
Kararna said he provided a
copy of the letter to FBI agents
who interviewed him at his home
Wednesday.
The story about the manifesto
was first reported by BuzzFead.
Todd Lindgren, a spokesman
for the FBI office in Cincinnati,
said he could not respond to any
questions about the case "due to
the Baton Rouge matter being an
ongoing investigation," and the
FBI's New Orleans office alsO declined comment.
Louisiana State Police Col.
Mike Edmonson said law enforcement officers found an array of
hand-written documents in Long's
car and a hotel where he was staying, but that he did not know if the
material included the letter Karama shared.
It was all rants and raves," Edmonson said.I
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Calloway County
Public Library
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Featlired this week are new
arrivals in the Calloway County
Public Library's Adult and Junior
Non-Fiction Collections certain to
delight history lovers and cooks of
all age.
First up is "Five Presidents: My
Extraordinary Journey With Eisenhower, Kennedy,Johnson, Nixon
and Ford," by Clint Hill, with Lisa
McCubbin
"There is no doubt that the assassination of President Kennedy
was a defining moment for me,
and it would affect me on many
levels for the rest of my life. I was
thrust into the pages of history,
but it has often bothered me that I
would be remembered solely for
my actions on that one day. For
there was much that led up to that
moment,and much that followed,
Hill wrote.
As a Special Agent in the
United States Secret Service, Hill
served five presidents-Dwight
D. Eisenhower. John F. Kennedy,
Lyndon B. Johnson, Richard M.
Nixon and Gerald R. Ford. This
position afforded him "the rare
opportunity to observe the human
side of these men-the most
powerful men in the worked-as
each dealt with the enormous

responsibilities
and unforeseen
challenges thrust
upon, and how their
individual characters and personalities affected grave
decisions."
"Five Presidents"
offers readers a
fascinating and
personal account of
the American Presidency and is highly
recommended.
Also recommended is Judy
Hanneman's "The
Cupboard to Table
Cookbook: Satisfying Meals Made
From What You
Have On Hand."
Author and blogger Judy Hanneman
has created a perfect quick and
easy cookbook."If it's time to
get food on the table, but too
late to hit the grocery store" this
collection of recipes will help you
create delicious meals with the
ingredients that you have on hand
in your pantry,fridge and freezer.
Hanneman's beautiful color photos
and easy to follow instructions are
guaranteed to have even the most
inexperienced cook creating great
meals with ease.
Additional new adult non-fiction titles: "Oh Gussie! Cooking and Visiting in Kimberly's
Southern Kitchen," by Kimberly
Schlapman;"Melissa's Southern
Cookbook," by Melissa Sperka;
"Running With the Champ: My
Forty-Year Friendship with Muhammad Ali," by Tim Shanahan
and Amy Butler's "Piece Keeping:
20 Stylish Projects That Celebrate
Patchwork."
"The Day the President Was
Shot," by Bill O'Reilly is new to
the junior non-fiction collection.

Photo provided by Murray Art Guild
Jonathan Dick of Murray puts the finishing touches on a miniature box. In the week long
Woods Workshop at the Murray Art Guild, Jonathan created boxes and a trident of his own
design. Local artist Wyatt Severs instructed the workshop as part of the Guild's summer
long series of youth art studios. The Murray Art Guild is a non-profit visual arts organization
serving the Murray-Calloway County area. Located at 500 North 4th St., the Guild offers
an exhibition gallery, an art market and studios. For more information on MAG events and
programs go to www.murrayartguild.org.

This adaptation of O'Reilly's historical thriller "Killing
Reagan," "explores the events of
the day Reagan was shot. From
the scene of the shooting and
the dramatic action of the Secret
Service, to the FBI's interrogation
of the shooter, the life-saving measures of the medical professionals
and the president's extraordinary
recovery,this is a page-turning
account of an attempted assassination and its aftermath."
Other new junior non-fiction
titles: "Face Painting," by Karen
Harvey;"Braids & Buns,Ponies
& Pigtails: 50 Hairstyles Every
Girl Will Love," by Jenny Strebe;
"Edible Sunlight," by Tara Haelle
and "Star Trek the Official Guide
to Our Universe: the True Science
Behind the Starship Voyages," by
Andrew Fazekas.
Find these great books and more
at the Calloway County Public
Library,located at 710 Main St.,
Murray,and online at www.callowaycountylibrary.org.

The Icehouse Gallery is issuing
a Call to Artists for its annual
Community Arts Show that will
open on July 28 and will continue through Sept. 2.
This is an opportunity for
everyone to exhibit work in the
gallery, regardless of age or
level of experience. Both visual
and literary works will be accepted. The gallery will display
as much artwork as it will hold.
Keep in mind that Icehouse
is a family-friendly gallery,
however,and that works may
be rejected if they are deemed
obscene or offensive to viewers.
There is no entry fee and you
need not be a member of the Art
Guild to participate. Artwork
may be priced for sale; the
gallery retains 30 percent of all
sales so price your work accordingly.
Works will be received from
July 21-23. Each artist may
bring up to two works and they

Photo provided by the Icehouse Gallery
Iris by Carol Couric Tribou, longtime member of the ArtGuild.
must be framed and have a wire
or clip on the back and be ready
for hanging.
At the conclusion of the show,
artwork must be picked up be-

tween Sept. 3-7. A reception for
the exhibition will be held 6-8
p.m. on Friday, July 29. Light
refreshments will be served and
the public is invited. II

Paducah's Carson Center announces its fifth
season of the`Myre Series'beginning in September

Special to the Ledger
The Luther F. Carson Four Rivers Center has
they've been transported back in time to 1869
announced the fifth season of the Myre Series.
Spedal to the Ledger
Nebraska. Devon and Chris are assumed to be a
Author Lisa Colodny,author of the new "The
The Myre Series was established in memory of
married couple, so they play along until they can
Town Time Forgot," has pulled it all together in
Jane Carson Myre and in honor of Dr. Louis D.
figure out how to get back to their own time.
her 700-page saga that starts in modern day New
Myre, who were instrumental in the development
Three months pass and the two fall in love, but
York City, as U.S. Marshal Devon McKenzie and
of the Carson Center. The Myres loved all people,
will they spend the rest of their lives in the past
NYC Detective Chris Gates are transporting a
were benefactors for many,devout Christians,
- or will they make it home - with their romance
well-known prisoner along the interstate.
and ambassadors for Jesus Christ. We trust that
intact?
The two have never gotten along and are squabthis performance series will again interest and
The author grew up in a small town in Kentucky,
bling as usual when their prisoner is forcefully
inspire your mind and spirit.
loving to tell stories. The author currently works
removed from their custody. Their vehicle is
The 2016-2017 Myre Series includes these four
in the health care industry.
wrecked and the officers are injured. This all
performances,all of which start at 3 p.m. on
happens on a night when the Aurora Borealis is at Born in Campbellsville (Taylor County Area),
Sundays:
Colodny graduated from Green County High
its brightest.
• Matthew West - Sept.25
School in Greensburg.
Devon and Chris spend the next three days surMatthew West is a multiple-ASCAP Christian
For more information, visit www.lisacolodny.com Music Songwriter/Artist of the Year winner,
viving in an isolated wilderness area.
or Facebook.
When they come upon a farmer, they discover
a four-time GRAMMY® nominee,and was
awarded his first American Music Award (2013)
and a Billboard Music Award (2014). West's discography includes acclaimed releases: "Happy"
•
(2005);"Something to Say"
some exciting plans for the next will be held for new and renew- (2003);"History"
Special to the Ledger
of Your Life"(2010); and
Story
"The
(2008);
ing board members.
season.
The board and staff of the
ted Into "The Light"(2012).
GRAMMY-nomina
5:30
at
held
be
will
event
The
PSO
by
remarks
to
addition
In
Paducah Symphony Orchestra
West was nominated for a Primetime Emmy®
p.m.Thursday,July 28 and is
Board President Clay Howerton
invites the public to a special
Award for Original Music & Lyrics for "The
call
RSVP,
To
person.
per
Daniel
$10
crafty at The 1857 Hotel to cele- and Executive Director
Heart of Christmas" from the film of the same
270-444-0065. II
brate the success of the 2015-16 Sene,retiring board members
name. His songwriting credits include cuts by
will be recognized and elections
seasokand to get a glimpse of
Rascal Flatts, Billy Ray Cyrus, Diamond Rio and
more.
•For King & Country - Oct.23
Soaring melodies,driving rhythms,theatrical
instrumentation and personal themes are the
heartbeat of their sophomore album,"Run Wild.
Live Free. Love Strong." The duo,comprised
of Australian brothers Joel and Luke, has accomplished several notable feats on their new
record. Perhaps the most remarkable is that the
award-winning rock/pop duo has achieved the
unexpected. Not only have they ventured into
new musical territories with some of the highlights being a collaboration with hip-hop artist
Andy Mineo,their continued creative partnership
with artist/producer Aqualung and their discov1505 STADIUM VIEW DRIVE
ery of new soundscapes with producer Tedd T.
(MuteMath),but King & Country also Managed
MURRAY,KY
to surpass the bar that the brothers had set for
WWW.PEFtNTERRACE.COM
themselves with their debut album. They raised
270-759-1883
expectations tremendously with the release of
2012's "Crave" and a win for New Artist of the
Year at the 2013 GMA Dove Awards, where they
received six nominations.
•jail= Crabb - AprI 9,2017
GRAMMY.winner Jason Crabb is well known

Paducah Symphony Orchestra to host celebration of season

1

as one of the most compelling voices in any genre
of music. With his power, range, and pnssion, he
has moved easily among musical styles including gospel,country, pop and southern gospel.
With his Reunion Records debut,"Whatever The
Road," fans of that incredible talent will gain
a deeper understanding of the heart behind the
voice. In recording his fifth solo album,Crabb
poured himself into his songwriting and the
payoff is his most personal album yet. In further
expanding his creative resume,the dynamic
young artist explores the things that matter most
and the greatness of the God he serves.
"You have to reach in deeper places to write music, and with songwriting you have to stay there
for a little bit," said Crabb, who co-wrote seven
of the album's 10 songs. Crabb takes a bold new
step forward, not just lyrically but stylistically,
and has finely honed a collection of anthems for
the church that have sophisticated pop sensibilities as well as deep,substantive lyrics.
• Randall Atcheson - May 7,2017
Randall Atcheson is the epitome of a musical
Renaissance man. His gift of communicating
the beauty of music in various forms has led to a
decidedly versatile career as a much-sought-after artist in the classics as well as in pop and the
sacred repertoire. He entered Samford University
at age 12 and later was accepted at The Juilliard
School where he became the only student in the
history of Juilliard ever allowed to pursue and
receive simultaneous degrees in piano and organ
performance. Atcheson was the winner of the first
Juilliard Organ Competition and subsequently
gave the premiere performance on the new pipe
organ in Alice Tully Hall at Lincoln Center.
Atcheson made his Carnegie Hall debut in 1991.
Following that highly successful event, he was
added to the distinguished international roster of
Steinway Artists. He has recorded a total of 16
albums featuring classical music as well as his
unique arrangements of sacred music as featured
on "Amazing Grace."
Individual subscriptions to the Series are $55,
$62,and $69 and includes all four shows. They
are on sale now and may be purchased by calling
the Box Office at 270-450-4444 or online at
www.thecarsoncenter.org.
The Carson Center Box Office is located at 100
Kentucky Ave. in Paducah.The Myre Series is
sponsored by the Carson-Myre Charitable Foundation and Lourdes. 11
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BASKETBALL

PREP TRACK AND FIELD

Moss
inks
first pro
contract

Lowe earns All-American honor

•

By BRYCE RU®
Sports Reporter

Staff Report

er Murray State guard
ry Moss signed his first
irofessional basketball contract
pith KK Few Industries of the
Macedonian First League last
Thursday.
Moss enjoyed a staring role
the Racers. He graduated
irrin MSU last May as the 43rd
pl9er to reach the 1,000-Point
with 1,409 points. Moss is
• 18th Murray State player to
acgre more than 1,400 points in
his,career.
One of five Racers to make
200 3-pointers, Moss ranks third
all-time with 213 3's.
Moss earned recognition as
anrAll-Ohio Valley Conference
Flipt Team selection as a senior,
when he averaged 14.8 points
and made 42.1 percent (75 of
17$)of his 3-point attempts.The
Ishlional Association of Basketball Coaches (NABC) also selected him to its All-District 19
Second Team.
KK Few Industries has
won Macedonian First League
championships in 2008, 2010
arid 2011 and was the league
runner-up in 2009 and 2012. It
finished fourth with an 18-10 record in 2016..•

2016 OLYMPICS

Final
decision
on Russia
expected
Sunday
The Associated Press
MOSCOW — Russia's top
Olympic official expects a final
decision by Sunday on whether,the entire Russian team will
be, banned from next month's
games in Rio de Janeiro over
allegations of state-sponsored
doping.
The International Olympic
Committee said its executive
board will meet via teleconference on Sunday to consider the
issme, but added that a final decision was expected "within the
next seven days."
The IOC is examining the
legal options of a blanket ban
following a report by World Anti-Doping Agency investigator
Richard McLaren that accused
Russia's sports ministry of overseeing doping of the country's
Olympic athletes.
,"The issue will be finally resplved by the end of this week,
probably on Sunday," Russian
(41ympic Committee president
Alrxander Zhukov said Wednesday at a meeting of the ROC.
Zhukov said his committee
pi not discuss the McLaren reat its meeting, although he
so did not rule out legal action
Russia is hit with a total ban
the games.
The Court of Arbitration
for Sport will issue its verdict
Thursday on Russia's appeal to
verturn the IAAF ban on its
track and field athletes for the
tigames.

BRYCE RUDD / Ledger & Times
In this May 6 file photo, Calloway County track and field athlete Lily Lowe goes for the high jump in the Region 1 meet.
Lowe was selected on the USA TODAY All-USA first team.
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No more excuses in lakerland
Calloway County believes winning record this season is in reach
On Nov. 6, 2015, the Calloway County Ulcers played its
first home playoff game at Jack
D. Rose Stadium since 2008,
when the Lakers fell to Allen
County-Scottsville 39-15. Ironically enough, it was also the
first year since 2008 that the
Lakers finished the regular season at .500 with a 5-5 record.
In Lakerland, seven seasons without a winning record
is seven seasons far too many.
For years, the talk has been of
a promising rebuild. Just when
will Calloway County turn the
corner?
Second-year head coach
Mickey Garrison knows that it's
now. Now or never.
Last season's team motto
was ','we don't get tired."
This year? "No more excuses."
Fresh off team camp, the
2016 edition of the Calloway
County Lakers will not resemble the previous few editions
before it, but to the faithful fans
that have remained true through
the hard times, it's a good sign.
It's manna from heaven.
Based off seven on seven
camp results, the Lakers have
been selected by Bluegrasspreps.com as the 10th best team
JEFF ARENZ / Ledger & Times
in Western Kentucky,even three
Members of the Calloway County Lakers football team participated in a summer practice last week after the dead period.
spots ahead of Murray High.
If the prediction holds to The Lakers finished 5-6 (the best record the Lakers have had since 2008) before falling in the KHSAA Class 4A Playoffs to
form, it would be a stellar imAllen-County Scottsville 39-15. Calloway Gounty head coach Mickey Garrison will be entering his second year at the helm.
provement indeed,but while the
fensively. If Culver (the locker
news is sure to add wood to the returning core. There's Colby Lakers more than realistic op- more.
fire of the Crosstown Classic Culver as returning linebacker portunity to finish well above
There's no argument that a room leader) and Malone (the
rivalry, the Lakers are focused (73 tackles last season to lead .500 and win their first playoff 5-5 regular season and hosting a statistical leader) can manage
primarily with self development the Lakers), Chandler Cain, game since 2008 when they competitive home playoff game to squeeze as much out of their
and self improvement, ready to freshman sensation Colton Cox made the KHSAA State Semi- was improvement for Calloway teammates as their own expecCounty under Garrison in year tations of themselves, the Lakshock Region 1, along with the and Chandler Cain raising cane finals.
entire State of Kentucky.
On top of those statistics, one, but year two? Now this ers won't have to rely on the
for the returning defense. Then
talk of the glory days much lonWith reliable wide receiv- there's Cody Our and Dareios Malone tallied six intercep- could be fun.
While the real season doesn't ger. The glory days are on their
ers Raymond Perez and Jacob Stribbling looking to capitalize tions, 63 receptions and 39 deFriedrich graduated (along after breakout years at running fensive tackles as an aggressive begin for another month, there way back.
The Lakers will open up the
with play caller Cole Stetson) a back, but it's senior wide re- two-way player at just 5-foot-6 is still time for Garrison to fill
changing of the guard is still at ceiver senior Jeramaiah Malone and 144 pounds, but was some- in the position gaps with more coason Aug. 19 at home against
hand to some degree, but while (a top ten receiver in the state how inexplicably omitted from depth and skill than the program Ohio County before playing the
has seen in a while, but one Tigers in an anticipated CrossGarrion isn't ready to reveal his with six touchdowns and 922 the All-Purchase Team.
new quarterback just yet, he receiving yards in 2015) that
If anything, the omission footnote is already set in stone; town Classic on Aug. 26.•
said he is plenty confident of the has everyone buzzing about the only motivates him that much Culver owns the front seven de-

NASCAR

Jeff Gordon to step in for
Earnhardt two more weeks
The Associated Press

AP Photo
In this Feb. 23, 2014, file photo, Dale Eamhardt Jr., left, celebrates in Victory Lane with teammate Jeff Gordon, right,
after winning the NASCAR Daytona 500 Sprint Cup series
auto race at Daytona International Speedway in Daytona
Beach, Fla.
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PREP FOOTBALL: 2016 SUMMER PRACTICE

The IOC will take that ruling
nto account before making its
wn decision.
Zhukov said he was hopeful
f winning the appeal, adding
hat Russia's plans for the Olym, ics assumed the track and field
earn would be allowed to com-

i

Lowe joins Rachel Baxter (Anaheim, Calif.), Carson
Dingier(Macon,Ga.)and Vashu
Cunningham (owner of the No
1 jump in the world in 2016 and
a qualifier for the Rio Olympics
at just 18 years old), furthering
the validity of the prestigious
honor.
Lowe currently holds the
Calloway County program records in the high jump (beating
Rachel Adams), long jump and
holds the most collective points
in the history of the school.
As Calloway County head
coach Mike Wicker would
agres, those records will be hers
to hold for a long time to come.
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E
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•
$ 'Russia plans to send a total
athletes, including 68 in
of
;rack and field, he said.
`Of course we hope for a
frS ruling in our favor," Zhuitov told state TV. "It would be,
say, a serious precedent for
the other federations'decisions."
Regardless of how the var)
1 ous doping-related cases turn
lout, Zhukov said a Russian
;Olympic boycott was out of the
tquestion•

All season long, the accolades have kept coming for Calloway County Track and Field
star Lily Lowe and, each one
has seemed a little sweeter than
the achievement before it. But
Wednesday morning, Lowe's
crowning achievement was published in the fine print, one that
will stay with her far beyond her
upcoming Division 1 collegiate
career at the University of Hawaii in the fall. The final
Lowe was named to the USA
Today All-American first team
in the category of vertical jump
1
2 high jump best),
(with a 5-10 /
becoming the first honoree of

that regard in the history of Murray High or Calloway County
track and field.
Lowe, who was named recandy to the US mile split team
and earned Gatorade Athlete of
the Year, was humbled and awed
upon receiving the news, especially after battling through a
hamstring and knee injury that
arguably kept her from a KHSAA record at the Class 2A state
meet back in Lexington back in
May.
"If feels great to know that
my hard work has paid off.
When I woke up Wednesday
morning and saw that I was
named All-American, it was one
of the more exciting moments in
my track career," Lowe said.

INDIANAPOLIS — Dale
Earnhardt Jr. will not race again
this month because of concussion-like symptoms and the
No. 88 car will be turned over
to trusted former teammate Jeff
Gordon for the next two weeks.
Hendrick Motorsports announced Wednesday that Earnhardt has not yet been cleared to
drive by doctors and will miss
Sunday's Brickyard 400 as well
as next weekend's race at Pocono. NASCAR's most popular
driver has been battling balance
issues and nausea since a July 2
crash at Daytona.
Estrilutrch pulled himself out
of the car last weekend in New
Hampshire and was replaced by

Alex Bowman. After another
medical evaluation Tuesday in
Pittsburgh, doctors told Earnhardt to take more time off.
"Our focus is giving Dale
all the time he needs to recover," team owner Rick Hendrick
said. "There's nothing we want
more than to see him back in the
race car, but we'll continue to
listen to the doctors and follow
their lead. What's best for Dale
is what's best for Hendrick Motorsports and everyone involved
with the team. We're all proud of
him and looking forward to having him racing soon."
While retirement talk for the
41-year-old Earnhardt might be
premature, his history of concussions is clearly a concern
He had two in a six-week span

in 2012 and missed two races.
The latest symptoms surfaced
after a mid-June crash at Michigan International Speedway and
the wreck at Daytona. Earnhardt
said he felt steadily worse, believing it was allergies at first. A
neurological specialist later confirmed Earnhardt had sustained a
head injury.
"I've struggled with my balance over the last four or five
days, and I definitely wouldn't
have been able to drive a race
car this weekend," Earnhardt
told fans in a recording made
Sunday night. "I made the decision I had to make."
A team spokeswoman said
Earnhardt will not take questSee NASCAR,Page 9A
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ALouis
PREP
•p.m.
ESPN2-The Beekelball Tournament, at PSI'POWs,
8 sm.
ESP142-The Bastuftwil Tounwinent, It MtadeMila
SOCCER
p.m.
ESPN -Women, ineernstking thence% United
States vs Costa Rica, at Kansas OM Kan.

PRO BASEBALL
Boston
Baltimore
Torcerto
New York
TaripeBey

Mill
AMMAN LEAGUE
East MK=
W
L
Put
53
34 .57$
53
40 .570
54
42 .563
48
48 .511
57
304
37
Central Division

PRO SOCCER

GB
%
1
6
17

EASTERN CCIFERBICE
W L 1PM
6633 34 36
8 630 34 26
9 420 32 27
5 632 30 28
hicatmai
7 6 24 21 22
Toronto PC
7 623 32 3s
New England
7722 18 21
D.C. United
5 10 22 30 33
Orlando City
7 9 18 24 30
Columbus
Chicago
9 5 17 17 24
WESTERN CONFOIBICE
T Ple OF GA
•
12
4 40 3430
FC Dalai
10
7 37 22 13
632 32 18
630 2630
532 3338
7
528 32 31
Paland
4 28 24 25
Sporting Kansas City 8 1
725 2122
6
San Jose
6 11 2 20 32 24
Saes
4 9 6 18 23 26
Houston
1401E Three points tor victory, ons point Mitts
May% Gems
Sin Jose it Reel Salt Lair* 10 p.m.
Sr*y's Games
Los Moles M Pallend, 2:30 p.m.
Chicago M New Engiend,6:30 p.m.
D.C. United at Toronto PC,8:30 p.m.
Orlando City at Columbus,5:30 p.m.
Philadelphia It Montreal,530 p.m.
PC Dells at Colorado,8 p.m.
Vancouver at Houston,5/3 p.m.
•
Sanders Game
New fort City FC at New York, 12 p.m.
Seattle at Sporting Kansas City, 2 p.m.

GB
56
38 .598 49
46 .516 7%
47
47
500
9
10
48 .489
46
50
372 21
/5
West Ohrielee
Pd GB
W
L
Texas
41
.573 55
51
44 .537 314
Houston
48
47 .506 614
Seattle
43
Los Mgeies
52 .453 1114
42
53 .442 124
Oaidand
Welthesdare Results
Mimeeota 4, Detroit 1
Cleveland 11, Kansas City 4
Tampa Bay 11, Colorado 3
Houston 7, Oakland 0
Toronto 10, Arizona 4
Siete 6, Map M666 SO:4 5, 11 inrinp
N.Y. Yankees 5, altlitore 0
Boston 11,Sin Francisco 7
L.A. Angels?, Mtn 4
Ibiley's Genes
Bellmore (filinsan 13-2) at N.Y. Yankees (Se
bette 5-7), 1205 p.m.
Minnesota (Duffey 5-6) at Boston (Wright 115),610 p.m.
Detroit (Pethey 2-9) at Chicago Wilt, Sox
(Slieids 4-11), 7:10 p.m.
Tamps Bay (Moore 5-7) at Oakland (Gray 4-8),
9:05 p.m.
Friday's Mauls
Cleveland at Baltimore,605 p.m.
San Francisco at N.Y. Yankees 605
Seattle at Toronto,6:07 p.m,
Minnesota it Boston, &10
Detroit at Chicago liffhlte Sox,710 p.m.
LA Angels It Houston, 7:10 p.m.
Tens at 1(ansas city, 7:15 p.m.
Tamp Bay at Oaidand, 9:05 p.m.

Cleveland
Detroit
Kansas City
aliCa(10
Minnesota

SPORTS HISTORY
JULY 21
1876 - Princeton lakes the team championship in the find IC4A (intercollegiabi Assocon
of Amateur Athletes Association) track end field
meet
1957-Lionel Herbert wins the PGA chim1Pionship with a 2-1 Mal round victory over Dow
FInsterviaid.
1963 - Jack Nicklaus wins the PGA chew
*add by two strokes OW Dam Pagan to
become the fourth golfer to sin the three motor
United States dies.
1966- Arnold Palmer becomes the flret PGA
golfer to earn $I million over hie career
losing by one stroke to Julius 00166 in it=
8"P.
in- Swidra Haynie edges Corgi Mann and
Beth Stone by one stroke to Ma Kis U.S. Women's
Open champIonship.
1979 - Speini Save Baliesteros wins the
British Open try three strokes over Ben Crenshaw
at Jack Nil:Maus.
1965 - The greatest money winner in
horse racing history, John Henry, is retinal The
10-yew-old, who won 39 races In 83 starts,
earned $6,547,047 in total purses.
on knocks down can •The
1969- Mike
aide maw WI a WO left hook and stops
OM rasa of nis temIhe
dm 93seamed MN
**MtIlls dellide11111s lint shortest heavywet.OK Wad Nary.
10011-lbm Wow amok iim-rourid 73
Ior 72-twis told of 1S-vads 271 to en the
Midi Opts, Ms Silas Mar Or Ernie Bs
So Odd NeCtiskas
2001- Sr WOW signs Si second-biggest WNW Is NM history, agreeing to a seven-yew Oul mak 0122.7 million to return to the
Sacreenento Kinp.
2002 - Ernie Bs faces great pressure in
the British Open by squandering a three-stroke
Wed, but outlasts Thomas Levet of France to win
a four-man playoff that produces the fink sudden-death finish in the 142-yew history of the
tournament

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East 1340elon
Pct GB
W
I.
38 .600
57
43 .543 5%
51
44 .532 614
50
52 .458 13%
44
62 .347 24
33
Central Division
L
Put GB
W
37 .606
57
Chicago
7
.532
44
50
St Louis
9
48 .511
48
Pittsburgh
16
52 .435
40
Milwaukee
59 .379 2114
35
Cincinnati
West Division
Pct GB
I
W
38 .800 57
San Francisco
43 .552 4%
53
Los Angles
51
.457 13%
43
Coiorsio
16
54 .432
41
San Diego
17
55 .421
40
Moons
Wednesday's Results
Cincinnati 6,Atlanta 3
St Louis 4,San Diego 2, 1st game
St. Louis 3,San Diego 2, 2nd game
Cheep° Cubs 6, N.Y. Mete 2
lanes Bay 11, Colorado 3
Toronto 10,Micas 4
Mthinkikee 9, Pittsburgh 5
Philadelphia 4, Miami 1
Washington 8, LA Dodgers 1
Boston 11, San Francisco 7
Toders Games
LA. Dodgers(Ur* 1-2) at Washington (Strasburg 13-0), 11:05 a.m.
Miami (Koehler 6-81 at Philadelphia (Eickhoff
6-10),800 p.m.
Mihvaukee (Garza 1-3) at Pittsburgh (Linen°
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don's "last ride" on his home
track. They were wrong.
The 44-year-old Gordon will
get one more chance to become

•NASCAR...
From Page 8A

tions this week or next and that
Gordon is not expected to speak
publicly until Friday in Indy.
The move comes at a time
powerhouse
team has been out of sync. Its
drivers have been shut out of the
top three finishing spots in four
that

Hendrick's

consecutive races. Hendrick
is now turning to Gordon, the
four-time NASCAR champion
who retired at the end of last
Ason. He's a five-time winner at the Brickyard, which has
struggled with sluggish ticket

or
ks

sales in the lead up to Sunday's
race at a track that is just a short
drive away from his childhood
home in Pittsboro, Indiana.
Gordon has not competed
since retiring after the 2015 season finale.
Brickyard

organizers had
billed last year's race as Gor-

•Lowe...
From

Page 8A

the first driver to reach victory
lane six times at Indianapolis Motor Speedway. He also
counts a record six wins at Po-

"Lily is one of the best athletes to ever, come through Calloway County High School,"
Wicker said. "She was able to

cono among his 93 career Cup
victories, all with Hendrick's

develop her talent by basically
not having an off season. She
jumped indoor during the win-

team.
"Jeff's a team player," Hendrick said. "I know he'll be
ready, and I know Dale has incredible trust in him. It's going
to be an emotional weekend (at
Indianapolis) with Dale not being there and seeing Jeff back
behind the wheel.(Crew chief)
Greg (Ives) and the team did a
great job at New Hampshire,
and they have the full support of
our organization."
Gordon steps into Earnhardt's No. 88 Chevrolet at a
time when Axalta is scheduled
to sponsor four of the next five
races for Earnhardt.

ter, high school season in the
spring and AAU during the summer. She is talented enough to
have won state without the work
but the work she put in earned.
her a full scholarship to Hawaii
as well as earning all American
status. We will miss her next
season."
The criteria for the award included ranking on USA TODAY
and Track and Field News national lists and the number of top
performances, along with headto-head competition during the
regular season and major postseason tneets.
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Cypress Springs
Restaurant

with my balfour or five
y wouldn't
drive a race

Serving Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner

" Earnhardt
ng made
ade the deciwoman said
take DuesR, Page 9A

LocatiklApprox 15 moos South of Murray Off HWY 121
www.cypreasapringeraeort.com
SUM Owned & Operated by the Willbetse Family

AP Photo'
'
St. Louis Cardinals' Yadier Molina, right, is congratulated by teammate Kolten Wong afttiii
hitting a solo home run during the sixth inning in the first game of a doubleheader against the
San Diego Padres on Wednesday in St. Louis.

Martinez helps Cards sweep.
Padres during doubleheader
'.,.!

The Associated Press

Martinez (9-6). After play resumed, he retired 11 of his next

ST. LOUIS - Yadier Molina thought Carlos Martinez was

12 batters.
Padres manager Andy Green
ventured onto the field during

done early.
It turned out a nosebleed that
halted Wednesday's day-night
doubleheader opener for about
12 minutes in the second inning
was just a minor issue. The St.

the delay but not to try to hurry
anybody.
"I want the same courtesy afforded to my pitcher if he was

three-hit games against San Di.'
ego and four career multi-homer'
games, with both long balls in
Game 2 off Paul Clemens (1-1)y
He's the first Cardinal to homer.
in five straight games against
the Padres since Albert Pujols.
in 2001-02.

going through that out there and
give him some time," Green
said. "Now if it keeps happen-

"He's their best hitter tight
now and either make quality
pitches and get him out or will
him and make the next guy beat

me stay focused after the fact,"
Martinez said through an inter-

ing repetitively, we've got to do
something about it."
Aledmys Diaz had two hits
and has reached safely in 23

no foul in a walk."
Gyorko hadn't been familiar
with either of the starting pitch-

preter after working seven dominant innings in a 4-2 victory
over the San Diego Padres. "I

consecutive games,longest by a
rookie this season. He is 13 for
19 against San Diego with a ho-

ers. After the first game he did
his best to downplay it all, saying he felt "far from" Superman.

was Dying to stay in the game,
and my mind in the game where
it should be."
Martinez said he also dealt
with the issue last season and

mer and four RBIs.
Seung Hwan Oh earned his
third save in four chances.

"A couple good game),"
Gyorko said. "So, hopefully
just keep it going and try to stay

Rea had been 20 with a 3.68
ERA in his previous four starts.
He allowed four runs in six innings in his first outing in two

locked in as long ss I cae"
Carlos Martinez (9-6) was
dominant after a shaky first inning and a nosebleed in the sec-

Louis Cardinals right-hander
was even better once the bleeding stopped.
"It actually

awoke

with

a

really

helped

nosebleed on

Wednesday. The pitcher assured
manager Mike Matheny he was
fine, and trainers staunched the
flow with cotton balls and petroleum jelly while Martinez sat
on the field near the mound.
"We were going to sit there
and plug it until he pitched,
there wasn't another option,"
Matheny said.
Only 11,191 fans were in the
seats for the opener, rescheduled from a rainout on Tuesday night. Paid attendance was
40,184.
"When I came out early I
was like 'Wow, what happened
here?" Molina said.
Matt Holliday, Jedd Gyorko
and Molina homered off Colin
Rea (5-4). Gyorko is 10 for 17
against his old team with three
homers and seven RBIs. He has
homered against the Padres four
straight games.
"I've said the same thing for
three or four games," Gyorko
said. "I don't really have an explanation for it."
San Diego opened with Travis Janikowski's double and
Ryan Schimpf's two-run homer
but had just two more hits off

you," Clemens said. "No harm,

weeks.

ond, and the Cardinals took the

"I think the biggest thing
was maybe nibbling a little bit
too much," Rea said. "I made

opener 4-2. Gyorko,Matt Holliday and Yadier Molina homered
off Colin Rea (5-4).

a lot of mistakes and they took
advantage of them."

The Cardinals, just 23-28'ai
home,go for a four-game sweeil
Thursday night with ace Adairt
Andrea;
Wainwright facing

Game 2
Cardinals 3, Padres 2
Jedd Gyorko homered for
the fifth straight game off San
pitching, connecting
Diego
twice with all three RBIs in a
3-2 victory that gave the St.
Louis Cardinals a doubleheader
sweep Wednesday night.
"The kind of tear he's on,not
many people do something like
that," manager Mike Matheny
said. "I know it always does
make it a little sweeter when it's
a team you've been on before,
for whatever reason."
Gyorko, dealt by the Padres
in the offseason for outfielder Jon Jay, is 13 for 21 (.619)
against his old team with six
homers and 10 RBIs. He has 11
homers and 27 RBIs on the year
with 40 starts spread across the
infield. He started at third base
both games of the doubleheader.
Gyorko has four consecutive

Cashner. Matheny said with
smile "there's a good chance"
Gyorko will be in there.
"That team, I don't know
what their record is and they
might not be in first place btit
it's a good lineup,a good team,"
Garcia said.'To be able to get
these two W's is huge."
Ryan Schimpf homered in
both games for San Diego with
his sixth and seventh of the season.
All 11 runs in the twin hill
scored on homers.
Garcia (7-6) allowed a run
in 5 2-3 innings in the seccind
and Seung Hwan OH
earned his fourth save in five
game

thy.

chances, and second of the
Only 11,191 fans were in Co
seats for the opener, trsched,uled from a rainout on Tuesay
night.•
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Compelling questions.., and maybe a few
actual answers
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How big is this headache?

NISI

3THINGS WE LEARNED
FROM NEW HAMPSHIRE

Technically, we don't know how the
issue with Junior Earnhardt's concussion
symptoms will play out That's the thing
about the brain - it's a mystery and
answers to no timetable. But without
question, we know this: If Junior decides
he doesn't want to risk further longterm effects, and retires either relatively
soon, very soon or perhaps even immediately, NASCAR's movers and shakers
will be reaching for the Tylenol.

1. Junior surprise

It'd be that big of a blow?

Dale Earnhardt Jr. had to
sit out Race 19(of 36) after
exhibiting concussionlike
symptoms during a medical
examination earlier in the
week. The surprise was that
he remained inside the cut
line for the Chase playoffs. He
now sits on the Chase bubble,
14 points ahead of Trevor
Bayne.

Absolutely. Over the past decade-plus,
plenty of lifelong fans have found reason
to be upset with a sport they love. Many
still hang in there, but some gave up.
Undoubtedly, many of those who are
still hanging in there are old Earnhardt
fans (the No. 3) who continue hanging in
there because of Junior. If Junior goes,
some of them go, maybe along with
some, or many, or most, of the younger
fans Junior brought in on his own.

THIS WEEK
SPICED FREAKS
A couple questions
we had to ask - ourselves
Does ii the concussion talk
shorten Makes cantor?
GODSPEAK: This is the third
concussion we know about It
looks like he is hitting the rev
limiter in this area.
KEN'S CALL: Absolutely. If he's
looking for a reason to hit the
beach early, this is it.
How do you fail inspection and
still win the race?
GODSPElUe NASCAR uses
computers and lasers now
in post-race inspection.
The guess here, a minor
infraction.
KEN'S CALL: Ask Mild Matt.
Once they brought scientific
tools into the tech garage,
the world changed. You now
have technical infractions
and technical victories.
If you're Jeff Gordon,do you
ever consider putting on the
uniform again?
GODSPEJUL: For a roll at Indianapolis? Absolutely. Go for it,
man. What could go wrong?
KEN'S CALL: Maybe for an oldtimers race at Go-Kart City.
Brickyard, never!

ONLINE EXTRAS

C2)

2. Two-face race
What if you were Junior?

Sunday's race in New
Hampshire had two personalities. Over the first 219(of 301)
laps, there were two cautions.
Over the last 82 laps, there
were five more, which helped
scramble the field and completely change the finish of
the race. Greg Biffle finished
fifth? See what we mean?

3. Mile master
There are three NASCAR
Cup Series ovals that measure a mile or real close to it
- Phoenix, Dover and Loudon.
Matt Kenseth has won two
of those races this season.
Each of those tracks has
a Chase event, which puts

I'd obviously be torn, assuming he still
enjoys the racing aspect of his career.
If this issue forces him into retirement
sooner than he'd planned, it's not like he
could occasionally scratch his racin' itch
at some late-model track near home.
He'd be done with it entirely. The good
news is, he seems to have a rather full
and fun life away from the track, so he'd
be busy and happy. NASCAR's Boys in
Marketing ... not so much.

Dale Earnhardt Jr. had to sit out the race at New Hampshire, but he
stayed in the hunt for a Chase playoff berth. GE-rry IMAGES/RAINIER
EHRHARDT

Kenseth in a good position,
at least on paper. His issue
with NASCAR's post-race laser
inspection at New Hampshire
might be a negative factor,

Ken Willis has been
covering NASCAR for
The Daytona Beach
News-Journal for 27
years. Reach him at ken.
willis@news-jrnl.com

however.
- Godwin Kelly, godwin.
kelly@news-jrnl.corn

news-journalonilne.
com/nascar

FEUD OF THE WEEK

3THINGS
TO WATCH

151 facebootcom/
nascardaytorta
Onascardaytona

1. The tell

Questions? Contact Godwin
Kelly at godwin.kelly@newsjrnl.com or Ken Willis at ken.
willis®news-jrnl.com

SPRINT CUP POINTS
1. Kevin Harvick
2. Brad Keselowski
3. Kurt Busch
4. Carl Edwards
5. Joey Logano
6. Kyle Busch
7. Martin Truex Jr.
8. Matt Kenseth
9. Jimmie Johnson
10. Denny Hamlin
11. Chase Elliott
12. Ryan Newman
13. Austin Dillon
14. Jamie McMurray
15. Dale Earnhardt Jr.
16. Trevor Bayne
17. Ryan Blaney
18. Kasey Kahne
19. Kyle Larson
20. Ricky Sten house Jr.
21. AJ Allmendinger
22. Greg Biffle
23. Paul Menard
24. Danica Patrick
25. Aric Almirola
26. Clint Bowyer
27. Casey Mears
28. Tony Stewart
29. Landon Cassill
30. David Ragan

636
622
602
587
571
556
540
521
514
505
499
497
488
474
461
447
445
439
436
420
418
395
366
354
347
339
293
287
284
274

Nine times since the
inaugural Brickyard 400 at
Indianapolis Motor Speedway
in 1994, the race winner has
gone on to win NASCAR Cup
Series championship honors.
The 160-lap race at Indy has
become something of a title
tell. Jeff Gordon was the first
to do it in 1998, and Kyle Busch
pulled it off last season. Other
names on the list are Dale
Jarrett, Bobby Labonte, Tony
Stewart and Jimmie Johnson
(three times).

Edwards

CARL EDWARDS VS. RYAN NEWMAN:"They
checked up in front of me and I got
(Edwards) and crossed him up and took
about three other guys out," Newman
said."But, that was 'racin,' I guess."
GODWIN KELLY'S TAKE: That might have
been Newman's view of the accordionlike incident late in the race, but
Edwards made no comment after the
event, and that's never a good sign.

SULLIVAN

Back in May, Indianapolis
Motor Speedway hosted the
loath running of the Indianapolis 500, and every seat in
the house was sold. You have
to wonder if some of that Indy
magic will spill over to this
Sunday's race. The Brickyard
400 lost luster, and fans, after
a 2008 fiasco with tires that
forced NASCAR to call cautions for tire changes every 10

laps. No matter to the drivers,
who continue to list it as a
stock-car major.'

WHAT'S ON TAP?

3. Chasing Chase
History may be on Chase
Elliott's side when he
races the No. 24 Hendrick
Motorsports Chevrolet at
Indianapolis. After all, Jeff
Gordon won a record five

Brickyard 400s in the No. 24
machine, including the '94
inaugural as a 22-year-old
sophomore driver. Chase was
born in 1995. Not only that, but
Chase's dad, Bill Elliott, won
the 2002 Brickyard and posted
four other top-five finishes
during his career.

SPRINT CUP: Crown Royal Presents the
Combat Wounded Coalition 400
SITE: Indianapolis Motor Speedway (2.5mile, rectangle-shaped)
TV SCHEDULE: Friday, practice(NBC
Sports Network, 1:30 p.m. and 4 p.m.).
Saturday, qualifying (NBCSN, 1:45 p.m.).
Sunday, race (NBCSN, coverage begins
at 2:30 p.m., green flag at 3:15 p.m.)

- Godwin Kelly, godwin.
kelly@news-jrnl.corn

XF1NITY: Lilly Diabetes 250
SITE Indianapolis Motor Speedway
TV SCHEDULE: Friday, practice (NBCSN,
noon and 3 p.m.). Saturday, qualifying
(NBCSN, 11:40 a.m.), race (NBCSN,3:30
p.m.)

GODIATIN'S PICKS FOR INDIANAPOLIS
DARK HORSE: Chase
Elliott
DON'T BE SURPRISED IF:
Harvick busts out of
his funk and wins his
second Brickyard 400.

Il

Godwin Kelly is the Daytona Beach News-Journal's
motorsports editor and
has covered NASCAR for 30
years. Reach him at godwin.
kelly@news-jrnl.com

CAMPING WORLD TRUCKS: Aspen Dental
Dirt Derby
SITE: Eldora Speedway (half-mile, clay
oval)
TV SCHEDULE: Wednesday, race (Fox
Sports 1,9 p.m.)

KEN WILLIS'10P 10 NASCAR DRIVER RANKINGS
CARL
EDWARDS

34 5

JOE N LOGANO

*LE BUSCH

CHASE
ELLIOTT

E

6

7

8

RYAN NEWMAN

9 10

Please support the...

Rsdross
Western Kentucky Chapter serving Calloway County

Every Donation Brings Hope

r

•

clas:

Kyle Busch celebrates his win at Indianapolis last year, which acted like
a springboard to the 2015 NASCAR championship. GEM'IMAGES/MATT

2.500 boost?

W1NNEIE Kevin Harvick
REST OF TOP 5: Martin
Truex Jr., Brad Keselowski, Tony Stewart,
Matt Kenseth
FIT ONE OUT: Brian
Scott

Newman
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CHILDCARE
Professional wanted
for area center teacher
WI experience preferred. 270-753-2077.

L
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DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
wehpage at
rourrayledger corn,
you will be redirected
to Jobnetvdoric.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork..com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.

060
Help Wanted

Nicki has been
with Murray
Ledger & Times
for 2 years.
Always happy to
help serve you.
Ask Nicki for help
with Classified

Ads.

NICKI PEACH
270-753-1916
classified@murrayledgercorn

EXPERIENCED brick
layers and laborers
needed in Paducah.
Steady work and good
pay. Please call 270331 -0706.
TOM'S Grill now hinng
experienced
cooks,
servers, hostes and
dishwashers.
Apply at Tom's Grill
after 1pm.

EWER
WINES

Wont lo Buy

Cash paid for good,
used guns

P.O. Box 1040 Murray, KY

H&H Guns

ASK HOW TO ADVERTISE
HERE

inside
Bensons Sporting
Goods
519 S. 12th, St.
Murray
270-753-1342

Subscribe today
to get the latest news &
don't forget to check out
the full edition on our
website
www.murrayledger.com!

m Dental

S750/MONTH

270-293-9690

CALL

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies
do
occur. Readers using
this information do so
at their own nsk.
Although persons and
companies
mentioned
herein are
believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for
their activities.
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160
Moms FurnisNnfas
PILLOW Top Mattress
sets. New in Plastic.
Queen $195.00
Full $185.00
King $385.00
270-293-4121
Can Deliver. $40 Down
Take home today!

ADVERTISERS are
rsousesso to check the
first inserbon of their ads
for any error
Murray Ledger & Times
will be responsible for
only one incorrect
insertion My error should
be reported mmediatety
so corrections can be
made

YOU PICK
BLACKBERRIES
LARRY SIRLS. 270354-6585

BUYING, BUYING, BUYING

140
For Bra
(BR, 1 5BA, W/D
hookups, shop South
Murray 270-753-0259

1 year old Bowflex, in
condition
$800.00
Rowing
machine
$50.00 Call 270-7532838

great

F

iElcossFcr Rot

Nice 2BR mobile home
No Pets 270-752-8556

F you love working
with children and are
interested in a full time
teaching position at
Higher Praise Learning
Center call 270-7532777. Pay
determined by your
experience.
LEE'S Body Shop in
Mayfield is hinng a fulltime
Auto
Body
Painter/Repair person.
Hourly wage by
Expenence.
Call 270-251-3000 for
interview.
PAINTING contractor is
recruiting professional
painters with 2 years
experience, painters
trainee program positions are also available.
Call 270-753-6895 to
apply and leave voice
message. Benefit program include 401k and
vacations. No walk in
applicants accepted.
EOE

FULL Time &
Part lime
Cake Decorator.
Apply online at
foodgiant com

0-00-12 00

Backed by our family's 130+ years of funeral
service to Murray & Calloway Co

zs

ROL Storage, LLC
640 S. 4th St Is
Sunbury Circle •
sizes,
MU*=0.
Ighti*?1
unk
nrmy remodeled.
270-761-7557

CALL NICKI TO PLACE YOUR AD
270-753-1916
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

KEY MINI-WAREHOUSES
1850 State Route 121South •---Murray, KY 42071
270.753.5562
Located at Key Auto Parts
UNIT SIZE

I UNIT PRICE SECURITY

5X10..$20.00
10X30..$60.00
10X24..$50.00
10X12..$22.50

10X20..$45.00
10X10..$30.00
10X15..$35.00
Deposit Required

CALLOWAY GARDENS
ESSEX DOWNS
APARTMENTS
1BR from $345
2BR from $375
270-753-8556
1505 Dulguld Dr.

For all your storage convenience

CHOOSE FROM OUR 4 LOCATIONS:

•Marray Sion &Lock - 101 N.126 St.
'NBC*way- DOD N.126
ate Control

MUSA

LEDGER&

" 17. 3
-,
••••
Ho,

r. I•

,g

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

ABSOLUTE REAL ESTATE
& PERSONAL PROPERTY
SATURDAY JULY 30th, 2016
10:00 A.M.

42071

5 BEDROOM, 2 BATH, BRICK HOME, KITCHEN WITH BEAUTIFUL
WOOD WORKING, LIVING ROOM, LARGE DEN, STORAGE ROOM,
LOTS OF SPACE, LARGE WORK SHOP SITTING IN A LARGE BACK
YARD. ANY HOUSE BUILT PRIOR TO 1978 COULD CONTAIN LEAD
BASE PAINT. A 10 DAY POST INSPECTION WAVIER WILL BE PART OF
THE CONTRACT. MAKE YOUR INSPECTIONS PRIOR TO DAY OF
SALE.
TERMS OF REAL ESTATE IS 10% DOWN OF PURCHASE PRICE DAY
OF AUCTION WITH BALANCE IN 30 DAYS WITH PASSING OF DEED

FOR ALL YOUR AUCTION NEEDS CONTACT:
DARRELL BEANE AUCTIONEER 270-435-4420 OR 270-227-3959

DARRELL BEANE

Sz
4/7 Surveillance•

AUCTIONS

Darrell Beane Auctioneer
Lynn Grove KY
270-435-4420 OR 270-227-3959
KYtI P2248. TN*f 2493 Firm 5815
www.darrellbeaneauctions com

812 Whftnell Avenue• Murray

270-753-3853
J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
Comer of 121 S & Glens
10x10's &10x15's
(270) 293-6907

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
.Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.
[VarIcal Prop. For Rent

•

SEE NEXT PAGE
FOR MORE
AUCTIONS

ALL REAL ESTATE WILL BE HANDLED IN CONJUNCTION WITH
SBG REAL PROPERTY PROFESSIONALS SHEA SYKES,
REAL ESTATE BROKER

.11

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 270-759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711

DOG Obedience.
glendhenmere.com
(270)436-2858.

Public Sale

Real Estate will sell absolute to the highest bidder at 12 noon

2BR Duplexes
& Townhouses
Available NOW
starting at
$400/month
Coleman Real Estate
270-753-9898

3BR 2BA, Duplex wtih
bonus room within city
limits. Water and trash
included. $900. 270293-5423

Public Sale

MURRAY, KY

1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposi
required.
270-753
4109.

1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required.
270-7534109.

410

4531 STATE RT 121S.

&way,and 2417 Sunviganct

I

Murray Ledger & Timair
P.O.1..&rs 1040
Murray„Icy 42071
(270)753-1916

et.

00-4 00

'GoebelRedd Bat&ilii-lisage - be}96

Os Mt /1 DOVV, AND COAct.
,

Daytime Phooe

Matthew Irnee
Pre-Arranaement
5eac4aket IS Funeral Direct,'
Uc

SATURDAY

TAKING Applications
for Lawn Tech.
$10412/hr.
Drivers L_icense
required.
Call between the hours
of 8am - 10am. 270978-7157.

IMI1111111111111P
MO

Irrevocable Medicaid Approved

murrayeyecare.com

New Climate
Controlled
Storage Units Now
Available,
Call 270-753-9999
Visit Uf• onlino at
www SHOpiorierh,Loin
or
votPer inurrayk,rr

COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY
Available for
Immediate Lease
808 Chestnut St
Murray. KY
4.000
8.000
or 12.000
Sq. Ft Available

270.293•71441

Address

-

Help your Loved Ones When
They Need it the Moat
& provide Peace of Mind for You

_

I Prop. For Rent

.

PRE-PLANNING

HOURS

M

State

308 S. 12th
Murray
270-759-2500

10,

MON-FRI

Name

Orr

Th,irk

(270)753-6266

Thko Instil,Ljxn

e (Fox

*E)'eglasses
*Contacts
*Eye DIS198S6

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E MAIN ST

MURRAY

RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL
:70-753-9224 NICK MCCLURE OWNER

KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

ZboEyecare Specialties

TDD1-800-545-1633 eirt283

life, clay

AMP SEPTIC CLEANING OF

Wrecked, running and non-running
Autos, Battenes, and all Aluminum

Prime Office / Prefeseiesal Space
Available
Located in the Sboppes of Murray
(across from MSU Stadium) on busy HWY
641 N. Anchor tenants include Office Depot,
Tractor's Supply and Goody's. 2500 sq. ft.
$3000 Moodily includes CAM,Thx,
& Insurance

270-753-9600

PUBLIC AUCTION
23rd, 2016 10:00 A.M.
2179 DOUGLAS ROAD
MURRAY, KY 42071

SATURDAY JULY

DIRECTIONS: 121 South of Murray to Cherry Corner Road to Scott Fitts
Road to Douglas Road follow signs to auction site.
DINING TABLE W/6 CHAIRS,(2) NICE LANE SWIVEL ROCKER
RECLINERS, LIBRARY TABLE, DESK AND CHAIR, 19TH CENTURY
DISH CABINET, NICE OLD ROCKERS, ROCKER W/STOOL, ODD
CHEST, WOOD TRUNK, OLD KENNEDY FREE STANDING RADIO,
COFFEE TABLE, UPRIGHT GLASS DOOR SHOWCASE, SONY STEREO
SYSTEM, SMALL CHILD'S DESK W/CHAIR, METAL DESK AND CHAIR,
MANTLE CLOCK, DOME CLOCKS, PRO FORM 740 CS TREADMILL,
SANDRA KUCK PAINTED PLATES, PINKIE SIR THOMAS LAWRENCE
PAINTED PICTURE, SEVERAL PARADISE GALLERY PORCELAIN
DOLLS, HOME COLLECTABLE DOLLS, TUMBLELINA DOLL, SET OF
FIGURINE BELLS, QUILT RACK, OLD MAKEUP COMPACTS, GRANNY
GLASSES, BOWL AND PITCHER, SEVERAL MCCOY VASES, MCCOY
PITCHER, OTHER ODD PITCHERS, WOOD CUTTING BOARDS,
ROLLING PIN, BREAD MAKER, KAY GUITAR, SEVERAL MOVIES AND
DVD'S, OLD 45 RECORDS, PRINTER, NEW WEDDING DRESS,
CAST-IRON SKILLETS, DUTCH OVEN, BLACK HAWK CORN SHELLER.
PAINTED CROSSCUT SAW, PATIO TABLE AND CHAIRS, PLANTS,
FLOWERS, MUCH MORE
TERMS OF AUCTION IS FULL SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE WITH CASH OR
GOOD CHECK WITH PROPER ID. ANY ANNOUNCEMENT MADE THE DAY
OF THE AUCTION TAKE PRECEDENCE OVER PRINTED MATERIAL OR ANY
OTHER ORAL STATEMENTS MADE, AUCTION COMPANY OR OWNERS
NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ACCIDENTS. CONCESSION AVAILABLE.
FOR ALL YOUR AUCTION NEEDS CONTACT:
DARRELL BEANE AUCTIONEER 270-435-4420

DARRELL BEANE AUCTIONS
•
\ on(;irVi KY
i/
Y

til,)0
TN' -.`•193 Pim\ .)815

www darrellbeaneauctions.com

1
PRESSURE WASHIArr

, ABSOLUTE AUCTION

-CONCRETE -SIDING -DECKS

: ATURDAY -JULY 30th -9,,

Make a Connecibn.
Real People, Flirty
Chat. Meet gingko
right novel Cal
Uvoilnks. Try it FREE.
Call now. 1-886-979-

Lessally Owned 4 Operated Murray, KY

Bemadoe Walls

PALMERSVILLE, TN 38241

270-293-1279

Wits kW Osilt at II* VACS RD.
•
• I PtLNIEltS1ILLE,TN. IS Hits MI..leverik Rd.
-

APPLY NOW! COL
Drivers in High
Dernendl Get you Coi
Training in 16 days at
Truck America Training
and go to world State
WIOA Grants and VA
Benefits Acceplecl.
Tuition Financing
Available. 1st yr. avg.
$40,000 per ATA
(502)955-6388 or
(686)244-3844.

s

:4
"
West Kentucky
SAWMILLS from only
$4367.00 - MAKE &
SAVE MONEY with
your oven bandmil Cut lumber any dknensiert. In Stodt ready to
ship. FREE inloADVD:

Jason Hill
'3 E.:,-E2-:•- i. -:

(270) 226-0194
Service on all
major brands
Licensed & Insured

LIVING ROOM 1.,ko $2. FT, TOTAI • 1,110
DINING-GREAT
24'X II'
ROOM
I
•
HEATED
PASTURE
FT.
ICI
-IMO WIRED II 6 TRACTS - KITCHEN - 2
BEDROOMS : 031131kAD0m. 504 70
2 BATHS - 2 CAR
. eg liABLE
GARAGE
•ROAD
PRIME DEER & TURKEY HUNTING
WI. 5.0 AC •tall LIND
I OD
MAO 2 S14 AC. •
MY WOODS

,PINESCENCE - an?Pt

R/T

Lawn

KENTUCKY LAKE
BEMODELING.COM

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
*Trimming
'Removal
'Stump Grinding
•Firewood
•Insured

All Aspects of

Remodeling
•lioeme Improweirmu
•Batit •Kaehen
Aalditiorm

themired "Sr Discount
*Free E.Mineama
•Member of -A" Rating
On Angie 's Litt

u„kor

Personal

ATTENTION: VIAGRA
and CIALIS Users! A
Cheaper alternative to
high drugstore prices!
Spectei - 109
50
FREE Shipcing1 100
Percent Guaranteed
Ca Now: 1-800-4902790

Call or Mitt
Ted
214-766-

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
Junk & tree work.
YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service.Licerised
and insured. Free estimates. 270-436-2562,
270-226-4504

-Handyman Services

270-436-5959

.Yard Work
weekly & special pickups
owned/operated
270-759-1151
270-293-2783
270-293-2784

www.alexanderauctions.com

.rhod, wall Current

"BIG or small
Ted Hogs them All

Alexander

Pressure Washing

AT&T U-Verse Internet
starting at $15/month
or TV & Internet starting at $49/month tor
12 months wnh 1-year

agreement. Cal 19304-45-8403 to learn

g MI

270-293-5949

10%aupees Pressman Added To F'uosi WT.Rash n*01561.1 Prue,

ry
,ftoer.s.kAL

Ext. 300N

it,
We will mew it!
You

‘i•1 III I/I.\ , \II \In I 110.111\11
1110 \ I \% %1 1.0“11 III II DIM. ..1 I I ....\.
.4 - %I . I/I I I \MI 1:.
'
i NouSE FULL Of FUMIITURE a APPLIMICES •
FoLLEciiILES • 1578 FORD ECONOLISE 150 YAM • 175
• ton F150 RANGER PicaUP • no,SILT RZT ZERO TURN
ROWER -PAM EQUIPMENT a TRAILERS • stfoF TOOLS A
illtD TOOLS
Sii-4511 tittNts. 1,, II ,,,, I,

)

Service

Free Estimates

RACI1 10,DACIIIARI
fEID - ROM TIM
MCI 11.7% AC •
URIFED &DEB
RADS: 13317 AC. LOCATED
ACM ID ROIA HOUSE

,
/
,

wrnv.NorwoociSavenilis
.com 1-800-578-1363

Selling your
motorcycle or ATV?

Call us, well be
glad to help.

*Gutter Cleaning

Gary 270427-0420

Murray Ledger tit
Times
270-753-1916

AcNertise your JOB
OPENING, EVENT,
ITEMS FOR SALE,
AUCTION etc. in this
newspaper plus 84
other newspapers In
KY for only $250. Save
time and money by
making one call for all!
For more Information,
contact the classified
department of this
newspaper or call KPS
1-502-223-8821, email:
warty0kypress.corn

more.

MOBILE HOMES FOR
SALE
MOBILE HOMES with
acreage. Ready to
move in. Lots of room,
3Br Ma. Quick and
easy owner financing
(subject to credit
approval). No renters.
659-977-3970

DISH TV 190 channels
plus Highspeed
Internet Only
$49.94/mol Ask about
3 year price guarantee
& Netflix included for 1
year! CALL 1-800-4178079.

CLASS A COL
FLATBED DRIVERS,
NEW PAY SCALE
•NEW 389 Pete's
'Trucks set 0 70MPH
"Starting pay up to .52
CPU 'Health ins.
•401K Per Diem Pay
•Home Weekends.
800-648-9915 or
WWW.boydandsons.co

HOME WEEKF_NDSI
$1,000 sign on qonus.
Regional flatbed. No
tarp freight. Excellent
pay and benefits.
OwnerfOps welcome.
Call 800-554-5661, ext
331.
WNW txtransportjobs

CLASS A CDL Drivers
Sign-On Bonus
$2,500.00. Teams,Van,
Flatbed, l oral
(Campbellsville, KY)
Full Benefit Package.
Call Linda, 1-502-8630108

AUCTIONS & REAL ESTATE SALES
KANN E ALExANDER,cm k

)1knk Letter of
nlee made to
aa
tr
Auctions

,O.. R.rail Estate Sales

,.Tui.

Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

TFL 101

T WA

IS Unninity Shot Minn TN

011ka 7111517ANC CA 1/1117/5-1111
Emit nondurawlionfroetwnitm

Over 28 Years
apenence
Zach 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106

www.hillelectric.com

AlL,21420441:62aatisise

44urns Ledger its lime. Fair
flowing Act Notice

•

estate advertised herein
skibiect to the Federal Fair
Hiousing At which makes it
to advertise any preferpep.'limitation
or discnminaAce
tin based on ram ctitor, teli▪ ses. handicap, fanuhal staor national ongir. or mienaih prefer.
eon to make any ,
ce linuiatiori, rirdiscrwninareel
Ir
NI

laws forbid deceminalon
the sale. rental or advertising
pi_ teal estate bawd on factors in
Sedition to those protected
der federal law.
qe will knowingly accept any
lid.yerusuis for real estate which
'ii, not in violation of the law All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwelhnip advertised are
lable oil an equal oppoitubasis
assistance with Fair
-:,
j ifurther
ming Advertising requite, contact NAA Counsel
P Milani. i7113) ti48-1000.
0!
5-,

ir

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors,LLC
Isiestrial/tersrtionsslOselal
lames C.IsIllosis
W W.IECMUKKAY.COM

VCR CONS11141131CT
WILT SIMS Nil MINIM CALL
FMI
CLASSIFM111
7115411111.
DETAILS (770)

Zubscribe to
The Murray Ledger & Times

6
11
12

Piano part
Alabama city
Singer Cara
Self-evident truth
Davis of "Thelma
Fussbudget

13
14
15
17
19
"2001" computer
20
Homes
23
Window section
25
Cabaret cost
26
Smooth
28
Bank, at times
29
German article
30
Michele of 'Glee"
31
Holler
32
Café's cousin
33
Wading bird
35
Humming homes
38
Knock for a loop
41
42
43
44
DOWN

Kentucky
Beautiful
Lake water front lots.
Private setting, dock
able, deep water. 1.22
acre for $135,000 and
2.47 acre for $155,000.
Call 731-693-1113.

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estate
.SBG Real Property
Professionals
270-293-7872

1
Misti Meadows
subdivision next to
Oaks Country Club.
,Newly remodied
basement.
New furnace and
• water heater.

2
3
4
5
sudoku is a number-piecing puzzle based on a 9x9 grid with
several given numbers The obiect is to puce the numbers I to
9 in the empty squares so that each row, each cc4urnn and each
3x3 box contains the same number only once. The difficulty level
ot the Concepts Sudoku increases trorn Monday to Sunday

,
7

8 36

5

3
, 7. _. ,

4,
9
4

8

5
9
1

. 1
2
5
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,

7
4

38 1

4
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3289 41 567
154 7 2 6938
679368412
746_183295
283_695741
915472683
8 3,7 26 9,1 5 4
491537826
562814379

6
7
8
9
10
16
17
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20
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22
24
25
27
31

Planted spy's position
Writer Rice
Student
Polio vaccine developer
Way to go
Pot part
Like go-go boots
Writer Tan
Bodybuilder's pride
Showed nervousness
Higher than
Book type
Fury
Suspicious
Cozy home
Frying need
Idol honorer

Cruise ship

DoofuS

Irritate
Bowler, for one
Running bird
Mob pariah
Purpose
Utter

HASH
EETGO
QUITE
RURAL
UNSER
RATE
TITLED
MAVE
ELS
BAN
USE
PILLAGES
LEAF
AS I S
VILLAGES
RIP
LEA
HAM
GENE
I MON I T
P1 ETA
LOVES
AL TER
TRICK
CLODS
SEEK

MEM= MOM
MEM= MUM
MINIMM MINIM
MEOW=20
Ed
WM
MUM= MIMI
AMMEMMAIMERM
HMI MENNEN
AIM MI MEM
AMMINIM
MAMIE MINNA
MIMI MIME

If you have lost or found a pet
We will run an ad I day
for free
Call 270453-1918
S. we'll be glad to help
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la, 1-502-863-

CDC probing possible first Zika case from US mosquito bite
involved someone who traveled to areas such as
Latin America and the Caribbean where Zika outbreaks are widespread.
Health officials predicted the virus would reach
MIAMI(AP) — Health officials in Florida are
U.S.
mosquitoes this summer and have mobilized
investigating what could be the first Zika infection
from a mosquito bite in the continental United to keep Zika from spreading beyond isolated clusters of cases.
States, involving a resident of the Miami area.
Mosquito control inspectors have been going
Zika
infection,
accordLab tests confirmed the
ing to statements from the U.S. Centers for Dis- door-to-door in the Miami area under investigaease Control and Prevention and Florida's Depart- tion since health authorities alerted them late last
week, spraying to kill mosquitoes and emptying
ment of Health.
containers
of the water they need to breed. If the
Health officials said the person has no apparent
virus
is
there,
they want to keep it flow spreading
country.
They
did
links to recent travel outside the
not immediately respond Wednesday to questions through more mosquito bites.
"We're constantly in the area. We're doing handabout ruling out other methods of transmission,
held spraying, and we'll do more truck spraying
such as sex.
The patient is an adult woman who lives in Mi- Thursday," said Gayle Love, a spokeswoman for
ami-Dade County, according to a health official Miami-Dade County Solid Waste Management.
Zika prevention kits and mosquito repellent —
familiar with the case who wasn't authorized to
strongly
recommended for women who are pregreveal details beyond the statements of the agenAP Photo I Rick Bows*
cies involved, and thus spoke on condition of an- nant or planning to be — are being distributed in Nadja Mayerle with the Salt Lake City Mosquito Abatement District looks at a mosquito Tues,
.:
the
area
and
can
be
picked
up
at
the
health
departonymity.
investigating
a
unique
case
day
in
Salt
authorities
In
Utah
are
of
Zika
Lake
City.
Health
found
ment as well.
No other details about her case were released.
Crews in Utah, meanwhile, are trapping and In a person who had been caring for a relative who had an unusually high level of the virus in
More than 1,300 Zika infections have been rehis blood. Exactly how the disease was transmitted is still a mystery, though the person has
ported in the U.S., none involving bites from local testing mosquitoes and checking hotspots after a since recovered. Florida officials are investigating what may be the first case of Zika in which
mosquitoes; 14 of these were sexually transmitted man who cared for his dying father was infected someone was bitten inside the continental United States.
and one lab worker was stuck with a contaminated with Zika as well. That case has raised more questions about how the virus might spread.
needle.
through unprotected sex with someone who is in- brief illness, at worst. But it can cause fetal death
There is no vaccine for Zika. The main defense
Miami-Dade County has the most confirmed
and severe brain defects in the children of women.
fected.
infections in Florida so far — 88, but all have is to avoid mosquito bites. Zika also can spread
In most people, Zika causes only a mild and infected during pregnancy. III
By JENNIFER KAY
Associated Press

Maryland withdraws proposal to ban letters to inmates
By JULIET LINDERMAN and
BRIAN W/TTE
Associated Press
BALTIMORE(AP) — Maryland prison officials
on Wednesday withdrew proposed regulations to
impose the nation's first total ban on letters to inmates at state facilities, except for official legal
corresPondence and pbstcards.
The teguladons were proposed to stop Suboxone, an addictive drug sold in thin strips that are
easily concealed inside envelopes, from flooding
into Maryland's prisons. Maryland Department
of Public Safety and Correctional Services Secre-

tary Stephen Moyer announced that a focus group
would determine the best options for eliminating
contraband.
"The group will also research the most effective procedures to ensure the safety of our staff
and those in our custody," the department said in
a statement.
Emergency regulations to limit inmate letters to
legal correspondence were proposed last month
to a state legislative panel by the department, but
lawmakers got pushback from the American Civil Liberties Union about the impact on inmates'
rights. The department had been planning to
publish the regulations in the Maryland Register

on Friday, but officials announced they were not teen could not write her mom to tell her the things'
moving forward, hours after The Associated Press she can't say in a visit."
The ACLU argues that the very fact that so many
exclusively reported on the proposed regulations.
The state says it intercepted more than 3,000 (tows of Suboxone have been recovered from lethits of Suboxone behind bars last year,roughly 44 ters is a testament to the effectiveness of the crir-7
percent of which were found in incoming letters. rent system of mail vetting.
But the ACLU considers a ban on letters unconAlso, maintaining close ties to friends and fami:
stitutional, and sent Moyer a letter Tuesday night ly outside prison is "one of the most critical
urging him to reconsider.
in a person's success upon release," the lettersaM
"The proposal would rob families of one of the
While Maryland would have been the first :tit-most profoundly significant forms of communica- to enact such sweeping limitations on letters,
tion in our society," the ACLU said. "Under the cal jurisdictions across the country have instituted:
new scheme, an ailing mother could not send her similar bans. A Florida jail revoked its letter Nailer:
son a letter for him to hold onto after she is gone. A settle a similar lawsuit. III
'
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imam Back
'be years ago
Replacuis the outgoing chairman,
Dr. Jay Morgan, a Murray State agriculture professor, recently filled an
empty seat on the independent Kentucky Teacher Retirement System
Hoard of Trustees.
The Garden Department of the
Murray Woman's Club selected the
yard of Steven Reed and Richard
Reed at 311 North Fifth St. as the
Yard of the Month for July.
Westside Baptist Church Student
Ministries recently returned from
the summer mission trip to Garca,
Brazil where they ministered at the
Alpha Omega Children's Home.
Pictured are Jennifer Cavitt, Andrew Cavitt, Heather Stewart, Katherine Mercado, Carrnean Mercado,
Mandy Thorn, Catie Ford, Steven
Stewart, Darren Jackson, D.A.
Stewart and Ryan Lewis.
Kelley Stone, 16, a sophomore at
Calloway County High School, performed for the crowd at the recent
Tyree Brothers Bluegrass get-together at the Marshall County Extension Office in Benton. Pictured
also are Dale Tyree on banjo and
Jim Tyree on guitar.
Twenty years ago
Shauna Waller was awarded first
'place female vocalist in a preliminary talent competition in the Co-ca-Cola Talent Classic at Eddyville.
Murray Lions Club past president
Tom Tompkins is pictured passing
the gavel to Doug Crafton at a recent meeting at the Murray Woman's Clubhouse.
An accident on Highway 94 East
sent two people to the Murray-Calloway County Hospital with minor
injuries and left nearby residents
without power.
Violin students of Conny Ottway
performed their spring recital in
the Farrell Recital Hall, Doyle Fine
Arts Center, Murray State University. Shown are Jacinda Lewis,Chase
Ottway, Adrienne Way, Lindsey
Paschall,Tiffany Pound,Tyler Murdock, Jessica Ottway and Elizabeth
Kilby.
Pictured is Gracie Erwin as she
shares some interesting information
about Kentucky and Tennessee Barbie Doll Clubs with attendees at the

and wants long lost sister
to remain that way

newly formed club. Also pictured
are Jane Potts, Grace James, Katherine Ray,Peggy Adams Judy Patter, Clara Han, Mary Sinclair, Ruby
Randolph, Mildred Stalls, Judy
Ward and Judy Sheimon.
Thirty years ago
No significant impact is anticipated in Kenlake Foods manufacturing
plant in Murray as a result of cutbacks announced by the operation's
parent Kroger Co. this week officials said today.
Murray Civitan Club president
R.B. Barton is shown presenting a
check to Jackie Robinson, supervising instructor at the Work Activities Training Center for the Handicapped as Suite England gets some
pointers on using a time clock from
job coach Tommy Workman. The
Civitan grant will be used for job
training and placement in the community.
Forty years ago
A resolution establishing a
12-member board to oversee the operation of Murray-Calloway County
Park was adopted by the Murray
Common Council.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Sammy West on June
8.
Fifty years ago
Steve Knight, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Ed Knight, received his God and
Country Award in scouting at Sulphur Springs Methodist Church.
William E. Hendon,a dairy farmer
and farm leader in Calloway County, West Kentucky and Tennessee
Valley, is a recipient of one of three
awards presented to persons who
have made an outstanding contribution to development of agricultural
resources to the Tennessee Valley.
Sixty years ago
The Murray Drive-In Theater has
been purchased from the Sykes
brothers by Joe Dill and Associates,
HP. Vinson Jr. and Tommy Brown.
The theater will be managed by
Brown.

DEAR ABBY: My husband and
his sister had a rough childhood in
foster care. Long story short, they
lost contact for 10 years -- until
now. She found us on Facebook
and was desperate to know if she
had
found
her brother or
not. My husband ignored
her. He isn't
sure he ever
wants to rebuild a relationship with
her.
I
know
that's
his
Dear Abby
decision to
by
make, and if
Abigail
he
doesn't
want her in
Van Buren
his life, that's
fine. But!couldn't live with myself
if! ignored her, too. I just wanted
her to know she could stop looking
and wondering if her brother is still
alive. So! told her. She was grateful to have some closure and know
that he is doing well, and she reassured me that she wouldn't contact
him again unless he reaches out to
her. Even if they never talk again, I
think she deserved to know she had
found him.
Now I feel guilty for going behind his back and meddling in
things that aren't my business. But
I can't imagine spending my whole
life searching for a family member,
when someone could have been
honest with me and given me peace
of mind. Did I make a terrible mistake, and should I come clean to
my husband about what I did? -FEELING GUILTY IN GEORGIA
DEAR FEELING GUILTY:
You failed to mention the reason
for your husband's ambivalence
about re-establishing a relationship
with his sister. Now that she has
found you on Facebook, she can
follow his whole life, unless you
block her. Whether you made a
terrible mistake remains to be seen.
If the sister contacts your husband

Trial" ended in Dayton, Tennessee,
with John T. Scopes found guilty
of violating state law for teaching
Darwin's Theory of Evolution.(The
conviction was later overturned on a
technicality.)
In 1930, President Herbert
Hoover signed an executive order
establishing the Veterans Administration (later the U.S. Department of
Veterans Affairs).
In 1949, the U.S. Senate ratified
the North Atlantic Treaty.
In 1959, the NS Savannah, the
first nuclear-powered merchant ship,

was christened by first lady Mamie
Eisenhower at Camden, New Jersey.
In 1961, Capt. Virgil "Gus" Grissom became the second American
to rocket into a sub-orbital pattern
around the Earth, flying aboard the
Liberty Bell 7.
In 1972, the Irish Republican
Army carried out 22 bombings in
Belfast, Northern Ireland, killing
nine people and injuring 130 in what
became known as "Bloody Friday."
In 1980, draft registration began
in the United States for 19- and
20-year-old men.

Tidal,In Illsterv

again, you will have to tell him
what you did. He may have wanted to protect his privacy. As long
as she doesn't, I think you should
keep your mouth shut.

DEAR DOCTOR K: My brother has struggled with addiction
for years. I've told my husband
that addiction is a disease, but he
claims my brother is weak and
•••••
lacks willpower. Is he nght?
DEAR ABBY: My 18-year-old
DEAR
daughter has just finished school.
READER:
She now wants to take a gap year
There is a
and work to save enough to travel
lot of stigma
overseas. The problem is, she's so
shame
and
eager to get away from home that
associated
she wants to move to another city
with addicto work.
tion. But the
I have advised her that staying
truth is, peohome and working will allow her
ple with subto save more to travel, and she
s t an ce-u se
would have to pay for her food, acDr. Komaroff disorders
commodation and transportation,
aren't simby
and would have little left over to
ply weak or
save to travel. She got upset with
Dr. Anthony
immoral. It
me and could not understand why
surely is true
Komaroff
I wouldn't want to pay her rent or
that people
support her. Am I being unreasonwho try out
able saying that she should pay her illegal addictive drugs for recreown way if she moves out of the ational purposes are breaking the
home? -- MOM IN JOHANNES- law. In my opinion, they also are
BURG,SOUTH AFRICA
doing something profoundly stuDEAR MOM: If anyone thinks pid. But they're often teens, who
that an attitude of entitlement is tend to do a lot of stupid, impulstrictly a problem in the United sive things. Moreover, many peoStates, your letter should banish ple who become addicted to legal
that notion. What you told your drugs were started on those drugs
daughter makes perfect sense. by their doctors.
If she wants independence, she
The most important point is
should be prepared to accept the that addiction has a biological baresponsibility for living that way.
sis. Addiction impairs the brain in
I would, however, encourage many important ways. I spoke to
you to continue the dialogue with
my colleague Dr. Michael Bierer,
her so you can understand why she an internist at Harvard-affiliated
feels the need to live apart from
Massachusetts General Hospital,
you, on the chance that a compro- about this topic. We discussed a
mise might be possible. I'm sure it recent review article in The New
would be enlightening.
England Journal of Medicine about
the "brain science" of addiction
For an excellent guide to be- and its management.
coming a better conversationalist
Here are some of the highlights:
and a more sociable person, order
-- An addicted person's impaired
"How to Be Popular." Send your ability to stop using drugs or alconame and mailing address, plus hol has to do with deficits in the
check or money orderfor $7(U.S. function of the prefrontal cortex.
funds) to: Dear Abby, Populari- This is the part of the brain responty Booklet, P.O. Box 447, Mount sible for self-monitoring, delaying
Morris,IL 61054-0447.(Shipping reward, and integrating messages
and handling are included in the from the intellect (reason) and libiprice.)
do (pleasure center).

-- The prefrontal cortex is not
fully developed in adolescents and
is particularly vulnerable during
this time. The earlier the brain is
exposed to a drug, the greater Use
potential for damage Adolescence
is a time when caution and intervention may prove most valuable,
but it's also the time when it's
hardest to influence a person's behavior.
-- Once addiction sets in, which
may be very early in experimenting with an addictive substance,
the emotional response when a
person is deprived of the drag is
usually extreme negative emotion,
a reaction that is "hard-wired" in
the brain.
-- La a particular setting, the
strong association of learned envirorunental cues (for instance,
seeing the corner where a person's
dealer can be found,or entering the
doctor's office for re-evaluation of
chronic pain) intensifies the craving for the substance.
-- What's more, the brain releases a flood of intensely intoxicating
brain chemicals,called neurotransmitters, during drug use. This is
called the "reward pathway." This
makes the brain relatively insensitive to "normal" sources of pleasure, like a conversation with a
good friend or a beautiful sunset.
And it makes the brain focus all of
its attention on obtaining the addicting substance.
This brain science is helping to
shape treatment strategies. Medications such as methadone and
buprenorphine can stabilize cravings. This gives the reasoning part
of the brain a chance to get back
in shape and kick in. Once cravings
are under control, a person may be
able to develop alternative sources
of joy and reward in order to avoid
the cues that set off cravings.
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions, go
to AskDoctorK.COffl, or write: Ask
Doctor K,10 Shattuck St.,Second
Floor, Boston, MA 02115.)

Hints From lielolso

Today is Thursday, July 21, the
203rd day of 2016. There are 163
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On July 21,1861,during the Civil
War,the first Battle of Bull Run was
fought at Manassas, Virginia, resulting in a Confederate victory.
On this date:
In 1773, Pope Clement XIV issued an order suppressing the Society of Jesus, or Jesuits.(The Society
was restored by Pope Pius VII in
1814.)
In 1925, the so-called "Monkey
BABY BLUES R

BLONDIER
YOU'RE GOING
ON VACATION?!

Drug or alcohol addiction has a
strong biological basis
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YEP, I'M
VISITING
MOM IN
HOBOKEN!

DON'T WORRY,
IT'S ONLY
A WEEK!

THE EPIPHANY OF JOHN
The pantyhose work to loosen fuzz, can be used
Dear Heloise: I have written to you periodically, over and over AND don't end up caught in a shirt
and never once had any of my brilliant letters pub- sleeve! I read your hints in The Times of Northwest
lished. It seems you have something against us guys. Indiana. -- Ruth M.,Hammond,Ind.
So how about this one? (HELOISE HERE: John, DOORMAT FACTS
what? I have "nothing against guys" at all. This is
Dear Readers: Doormats (which should be at EVan equal-opportunity column and always has been -- ERY entrance)help reduce dirt in your home. Here are
hints are hints! HOUSEWORK some doormat do's:
IS GENDERLESS.)
* The mat should cover the entire front-door width,
After our two daughters got and be long enough to wipe each foot.
around 9 and 14 years old, I
* Rubber typically is the materialfor outside mats.
had an EPIPHANY. "Ladies," Hose it off when it gets particularly
grimy, and after
I said to then'', "your mother rain.
works every day. Then comes
9 A mat inside the front door provides double prohome, makes dinner for us and
tection.
cleans it up. From now on, at
Heloise
least once a week, the three of
AN77QUE LUNCH PAIL
us will make dinner and clean
Dear Heloise: I have a tin cup and an old-school tin
the kitchen. In addition, we will
lunch pail, which are over 100 years old. Is there a way
by
clean up after every dinner that
to bring back the silver shine to them? I appreciate any
Mother makes:: -- John J., IrHeloise
help. -- Virginia G., West Liberty, Ohio
vine, Calif.
Sadly, NO! Enjoy your antiques for what they are.
Good for you and your girls,
Any cleaning would destroy their value. After all, 100
and 1 bet morn is happy, too. -- Heloise
years is a long time to shine! -- Heloise
HOSIERY HELPER
Dear Heloise: I keep an old pair of pantyhose by the ALWAYS CARRY SOMETHING
Dear Heloise: I don't move from one room to anclothes dryer. I learned long ago how to magically stop
most fuzz (like from a white washcloth accidentally other without taking something to put away. As a result, my friends think I'm a good housekeeper, but in
mixed in with the darks)from sticking to the clothes.
The pantyhose (sometimes two) go in the dry- reality, I'm just more energy-efficient! -- Marty H. in
er after the washing. I don't use dryer sheets, since San Antonio
they can cause buildup in the lint catcher.(HELOISE
Send a money-saving or timesaving hint to HeloHERE: Dryer sheets don't really CAUSE the buildup, but much of the lint caught on the filter may have ise, P.O. Box 795000, San Antonio, TX 78279-5000,
the softener on it, making the lint really stick together. or you can fax it to 1-210-HELOISE or email it to
This is why you should clean the lint filter EVERY Heloise(at)Heloise.com. I can't answer your letter
TIME. And, as a precaution, periodically take out the personally but will use the best hints received in my
filter, clean it, then wash with JUST water and a scrub column.
brush.)
(c)2016 by King Features Syndicate Inc.

Horoscope
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, July 22, 2016:
This year your sensitivity to others will be finely
tuned, so much so that you will need to learn how
to turn off those vibes and relax. Sign up for a yoga
class to help with the tension. Recognize your
limits. If you are single, you could notice that you
have an unusual amount of admirers and wouldbe suitors. Don't commit until you are 100 percent
sure. If you are attached, you and your sweetie
often exchange very different ideas. Accept your
differences, and the two of you will become a lot
closer. PISCES understands your mood swings
better than you think.

•
DUSTIN
I CANT BELIEVE IT. ONE
CALLER I NAP TODAY
MOCKED THE FACT THAT
PENGUINS MATE coR LIFE.

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have:
5-Dynamic,• 4-Positive; 3-Average: 2-So-so;
1-Difficult
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THROW ME A
SANDWICH!
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ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** You feel energized, yet your sixth sense
might tell you to maintain a low profile. When
you express your mental acumen, others stand
back and listen. People are likely to be more
communicative if you say less.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Zero in on your priorities, and make it OK
if they are all social. The weekend is upon you. A
partner might be judgmental and difficult if he or
she doesn't agree with your choices, or if you have
not asked for his or her opinion. You could blow
your fuse.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** On some level, you have a very generous
nature. If asked to take on more responsibilities,
you will say "yes." You might have been too OK with
different requests, because it becomes apparent
that you will have to delay your weekend.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Your mind wanders to yonder lands and
someone at a distance. You might wonder why you
have not heard from this person in a while. Seek
this individual out, and if you must, show up in
person. Be willing to express your caring.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You finally will enter a period where you
become more upbeat. Let go of concerns, and start
spending more time with friends and loved ones.
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Decide your birthday resolutions now. Don't allow a
child or new friend to cause you problems.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Defer to others, and know what you want
in the long run. A family member could be overt
)
,
demanding, or he or she might cause a problem
around your home. As a result, you could decide to
change plans and handle this situation first.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Clear out as much as you can today;
otherwise, you will have to handle it tomorrow
You could opt to start your weekend later than you
normally do. You will be pleased and might feel as
if you have.not a care in the world, and you rarely
feel that way.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Tap into your imagination, and you will
come up with a creative solution. if you keep
thinking about the beach, you know what to do:
Take off ASAP and relax at your favorite spot.
Be aware of your budget, as it might not be as
expansive as you believe it to be.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** You might feel pressured. This tense
feeling could evolve from a judgment you are
making about what others expect from you. Why
not check in and find out what they really want?
Take others at their word; believe them.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Keep a conversation moving. You might not
understand what others expect from you. Ask the
right questions, and youll get some of the answers
you seek. You could be overly tired and not thinking
clearly. If so, take a nap as soon as you can.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Fab. 18)
**** Be aware of your spending. as you could
cause long-term damage. On your half-birthday,
and the days around it, the planets will deliver your
half-year report card. If you experience a lot of flak,
make an adjustment. If not, you will receive an Al
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** There are many ways to deal with others
while still maintaining your space. Someone might
make it clear that he or she is upset that you won't
be joining him or her. This person has a right to
be upset. Just be flattered, and know that you are
valued
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